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Abstract
Opinion Detection, Sentiment Analysis and User Attribute Detection from Online Text Data
by
Kasturi Bhattacharjee
With the growing increase in the use of the internet in most parts of the world today, users
generate significant amounts of online text on different platforms such as online social net-
works, product review websites, travel blogs, to name just a few. The variety of content on
these platforms has made them an important resource for researchers to gauge user activity,
determine their opinions and analyze their behavior, without having to perform monetarily
and temporally expensive surveys. Gaining insights into user behavior enables us to better
understand their likes and dislikes, which in turn is helpful for economic purposes such as mar-
keting, advertising and recommendations. Further, owing to the fact that online social networks
have recently been instrumental in socio-political revolutions such as the Arab Spring, and for
awareness-generation campaigns by MoveOn.org and Avaaz.org, analysis of online data can
uncover user preferences.
The overarching goal of this Ph.D. thesis is to pose some research questions and propose
solutions, mostly pertaining to user opinions and attributes, keeping in mind the large quan-
tities of noise present in online textual data. This thesis illustrates that with the extraction of
informative textual features and the use of robust NLP and machine learning techniques, it is
possible to perform efficient signal extraction from online text data, and use it to better un-
derstand user behavior. The first research problem addressed is that of opinion detection and
sentiment analysis of users on a given topic, from their self-generated tweets. The key idea is
to select relevant hashtags and n-grams using an l1-regularized logistic regression model for
opinion detection. The second research problem deals with temporal opinion detection from
x
tweets, i.e., detecting user opinions on a topic in which the conversation evolves over time. For
instance, on the widely-discussed topic of Obamacare (the Affordable Care Act in the U.S.),
various issues became the focal points of discussion among users over time, as corresponding
socio-political events and occurrences took place in real-time. We propose a machine-learning
model based on seminal work from the sociological literature that is based on the premise that
most opinion changes occur slowly over time. Our model is able to successfully capture opin-
ions over time using publicly available tweets, as well as to uncover the key points of discussion
as time progresses. In the third research problem, we utilize distributed representation of words
in a method that determines, from user reviews, aspects of products and services that users like
and dislike. We harness the contextual similarity between words and effectively build meta-
features that capture user sentiment at a granular level. Finally in the fourth research problem,
we propose a method to detect the age of users from their publicly available tweets. Using
a method based on distributed representation of words and clustering, we are able to achieve
high accuracies in age detection, as well as to simultaneously discover topics of conversation
in which users of different age groups engage.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A social network is formally defined as a set of social actors, or nodes, that are connected
by one or more types of relations [1, 2]. Ever since the first human societies were formed,
social networks have been in existence and have played a role in influencing individual and
collective behavior. However, we have been experiencing a dramatic increase in the use and
popularity of online social network and other content generation platforms in the recent years.
The accessibility and widespread use of the Internet in most parts of the world has lead to
an enormous amount of content being generated on a daily basis by Internet users across the
world. People generate content on a variety of platforms such as social networks (Facebook,
Twitter, Pinterest), review websites (TripAdvisor, Yelp, Amazon), Web blogs, and countless
others. Figure 1.1 shows the tremendous increase in the usage of the Internet throughout the
world over the years, and Figure 1.2 illustrates the increase in popularity of social networking
sites.
These online platforms are used in a myriad of different ways. For example, review web-
sites like Amazon [4], Yelp [5] and TripAdvisor [6] are used by people to publish reviews about
their purchases of products, places and services. These platforms help guide consumers in their
purchase-making decisions by providing them a view of similar purchases made by other peo-
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Figure 1.1: Internet Users per 100 Inhabitants Around the World. Source: International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) [3].
ple. On the other hand, online social networks (OSNs) are used for other purposes, ranging
from communicating with friends and family, obtaining a collated view of the news of the day,
advertising, etc. Further, these platforms have been recently used for socio-political reasons as
well. For instance, Facebook and Twitter proved to be effective mediums of communication for
protesters during the Arab Spring, enabling them to coordinate and conduct a revolution [7].
The massive popularity of social networks has led to their extensive use in political campaigns
as well [8]. Further, social and political organizations such as MoveOn.org [9] and Avaaz.org
[10] have emerged as platforms through which people start online petitions to increase public
awareness on a myriad of important social and political issues. The variety of ways in which
online platforms are used today makes them an interesting and important resource for studying
user opinions and behaviour.
1.1 Importance of online user content as a research domain
This section highlights a few reasons why studying user-generated online text data has
evolved into an important research area over the years.
2
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Figure 1.2: Online social network usage over the years
 Diversity of sources and opinions: Different online platforms are used for various pur-
poses, which can be studied to address different research questions. For instance, a
review website such as Amazon [4] or Yelp [5] would be used for the purpose of provid-
ing reviews on purchases of products or services, while a social network such as Twitter
[11] would be used for communicative purposes, and for general comments on everyday
topics, including socio-political ones [7]. The knowledge that is gained from this diverse
user-generated data is greatly useful from several perspectives - socio-politically, and
also monetarily through viral marketing, recommendations and advertising. In addition,
social networks have been shown to be fruitful in studying health and disease. For in-
stance, Christakis and Fowler [12] have studied social factors that influence a seemingly
individual trait, such as smoking.
 Data availability: As mentioned before, the rising popularity of online platforms has
3
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lead to a massive amount of content generation on a daily basis. For instance, as per
[13], every minute, Facebook users share about 2.5 million pieces of content, Twitter
users tweet nearly 300,000 times, 200 million email messages are sent worldwide, and
so on. A lot of this content is available for free for researchers to use, thereby making it
a rich domain for data-driven research.
 Network interactions: For online social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, etc., the
interactions between the users lead to interesting dynamics that has always been of great
interest amongst researchers [14, 15, 16].
 Temporal dynamics: Since the content on these online platforms is being continuously
generated over time, it allows for the unfolding and analysis of temporal processes. Thus,
event detection, topic evolution and opinion dynamics can be studied using such data.
 Need for Automation: The enormity of the data makes it infeasible for signal extraction
to be a manual process, hence it needs to be automated. Thus, there is a need for the
development of methods to automatically extract information from online textual data.
1.2 Sources of Data
When conducting research on online social networks, it is important to be aware of the most
popularly used platforms since they would act as the richest sources of information, but ease
of data access also needs to be borne in mind. Here, I shall briefly discuss the most commonly
used platforms for user-generated data, and the data accessibility issues associated with each.
As per the statistics released by statista.com [17], as of April 2016, Facebook is the largest
online social network platform with over 1.5 billion active users. Although research has been
conducted in the past using Facebook data [18, 19, 20], in general, owing to strict user privacy
settings, data access is very restricted.
4
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Twitter, a popular microblogging tool, can be considered by far the most studied OSN [21].
The existence of a well-defined public interface for software developers to extract data from
the network [22], the simplicity of its protocol, and the public nature of most of its content
are some of the reasons why it has been widely studied. However, since the beginning of the
service, rate policies have been created to control the amount of data allowed to be collected
by researchers and analysts. This has had a direct impact on research. While initial studies had
access to all the content published in the network, more recent studies are usually limited by
those policies [21].
It is also worth mentioning the existence of Chinese counterpart services for Facebook and
Twitter, like Sina-Weibo [23], the largest one, with more than 500 million registered users [24].
Although the usage of those services may differ due to cultural aspects [25, 26], similar lines
of inquiry can be developed in both the western and eastern equivalents [27, 28, 29].
Review websites such as Amazon [4], Yelp [5], etc. host user reviews on products and
services and are rich sources of online content. Yelp [5] releases a portion of its data every year
for an academic challenge [30], containing user reviews on a number of businesses. Similarly,
portions of the Amazon [4] reviews are available from various academic research groups [31].
Other web services that integrate social networking features have been the focus of studies.
Examples are media sites like YouTube10 [32] and Flickr11 [33, 34], and news services such
as Digg12 [35, 36]. Research was also conducted over implicit social networks derived from
the Enron email dataset [37], university pages [38, 39] or blogs [40], even before the creation
of social networking services.
1.3 Social Network Research
Online text data provides a rich source of information for gaining insights into user opin-
ions and behavior. It provides us with a variety of content which would otherwise have to be
5
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obtained by conducting surveys that can be expensive and time-consuming. Further, online
data provides us access to a large number of users and their self-generated content. Thus, it is
a rich resource for analysing user behavior.
Chapter 2 of this thesis contains a detailed overview of some of the primary areas of re-
search in this area. The research may be primarily divided into two groups: Social Data Anal-
ysis, in which the textual content is the focus of the study, and Social Interaction Analysis, in
which the user network is the primary object of study. Our research focuses on Social Data
Analysis, with emphasis on user opinion mining and sentiment analysis, and user profiling. In
particular, we conducted sentiment analysis on various datasets such as Twitter posts, Yelp and
Amazon reviews, and on a number of topics such as U.S. Politics, the Affordable Care Act,
Immigration Reforms in the U.S. on the Twitter front and restaurant and camera reviews from
Yelp and Amazon. Further, we analyze Twitter data to detect user ages by identifying topics of
conversation they engage in.
1.4 Challenges and Unresolved Areas
In spite of the large body of work in this domain, many of the primary challenges in work-
ing with online textual data have not been fully resolved. Here, we discuss a few of those
challenges.
 Noise: User-generated online text data is inherently noisy in nature [41, 42]. Since
people tend to use informal language when expressing themselves online, noise easily
creeps in and can make information extraction very difficult. Noise includes the presence
of misspellings, acronyms, slangs, case insensitivity, misplaced or multiple punctuation
marks, etc. to name a few. A few examples shall illustrate the point:
– Twitter: “Sometimes I snap at ppl on twitter bcuz im insecure. its a defense mag-
6
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nesium.”
– Twitter: “I wanna visit the ifold tower in france one day.”
– Facebook: “Illiturate people are making me sad. How hard is it to actually spell
the words correctly???”
 Ambiguity: When online surveys are conducted, participants are usually presented with
a set of questions to answer. This results in a very structured format and makes signal
extraction easy. However, online platforms do not possess such a structure, which often
results in the generation of ambiguous content from which it becomes hard to decipher
meaning. The following is an example of a camera review on Amazon:
Review: “I recieved this camera a couple of days ago and I am very imprissed at the
ease of it and the sftware. The quality of the pics are really stunning...I am looking like
a professional photographer alreaddy, and this is the first time I have picked up a real
camera since high school photography class...25 years ago...sigh; I have really checked
out the prices online and off, and this is a great buy! I dont know how you do it Amazon.
Keep bringing us the BARGAINS! Well, I am off to buy a compact flash memory card...ta
ta!” Rating: 3.0
On reading the review, it would seem like the user was very impressed with her purchase,
but the rating accompanying it does not reflect that.
 Sparsity: Owing to the informal nature of the language used in online text data, there
are are many ways of expressing the same concept. For instance, the word like may be
expressed in several other ways such as enjoy, admire, love, etc. In this case, considering
each word as a feature leads to high-dimensional, sparse data matrices.
 Difficulty in signal extraction: OSNs are platforms where users can express their
generic likes and dislikes on a myriad of topics. In such a scenario, it is challenging
7
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to extract information pertaining to the research topic in question.
 Absence of large-scale annotated datasets: There is a lack of large-scale annotated
datasets in this area, which makes it hard to obtain ground truth with which to train and
verify models. This is a major problem in conducting research in this area.
 Time: There is an inherent temporal aspect to the data in this area, since online posts
continue to be generated everyday. Not many methods exist to capture and analyze this
temporal nature of conversation.
 Generalizability: One of the primary problems in this area was the discovery that most
methods that analyze user behavior and sentiments are not generalisable. From our own
experience, sentiment analysis methods that were previously developed did not perform
as expected when applied to our problem (Chapter 3.5.2). We have attempted to address
this issue by validating our proposed method on multiple datasets, for specific classes of
problems.
1.5 Scope and Outline of this Thesis
This thesis provides a general overview of the research questions that have been explored
in this domain in Chapter 2, and then delves into the details of our own research projects.
Chapter 3 addresses the problem of opinion detection from Twitter data on specific topics, and
then proposes a solution. It covers in detail the steps undertaken for the process, starting from
the data collection up until the model was formulated and verified. In Chapter 4, we address
the concept of time with respect to online conversations on a topic and propose a solution on
detecting opinions in the face of an evolving conversation. The method proposed has its roots
in seminal sociological models of the past. For both Chapters 3 and 4, Twitter [11] data is used
for conducting the experiments. Further, in Chapter 5, we explore the use of a review dataset for
8
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performing Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis. The dataset, obtained from Yelp [5], contains
user reviews on businesses and services. This work entails understanding user opinions but
with a deeper granularity. We propose a method to detect what users like and dislike about the
item under review and why, using distributed representation of words. Additional experiments
using the same method outlined in Chapter 5 are conducted on a digital camera review dataset
from Amazon, the results of which are presented in Appendix A. In Chapter 6, we address the
problem of identifying user age by analyzing their tweets. Using publicly available user tweets,
we propose a method that allows us to discover the various topics of conversation that users of
different age groups engage in, which in turn allows us to detect their age. Finally, Chapter 7
provides a conclusion.
1.6 Permissions and Attributions
1. The work of Chapters 3 and 4 were performed in collaboration with my advisor, Prof.
Linda Petzold. These have been published in [43] and [44] respectively.
2. The content of Chapters 5 and Appendix A are a result of a collaboration with Janet
Keel and Ramasubbu Venkatesh of Target Data Science and Engineering, along with my
advisor, Prof. Linda Petzold. This work is in preparation for a publication.
3. The research for Chapter 6 was performed in collaboration with I. R. Stanoi and Prithvi-
raj Sen of IBM Research Almaden. This work has been submitted to the 10th ACM
International Conference on Web Search and Data Mining 2017 [45].
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Survey and Related Work
This Chapter presents an overview of the existing work in this domain, from a computational
point of view. The research in this domain may be broadly categorised into two areas: research
that focuses on the textual content rather than the network, and research that is more geared
towards the network and interactions amongst users. The following sections will present an
overview of each of these areas and the research questions.
2.1 Social Data Analysis
Social Data Analysis focuses on the content that is generated by users. Working with noisy
online text requires extensive use of NLP techniques and machine learning. In addition to the
challenge of building robust methods to solve the problems, scalability is a big issue owing to
the large amounts of social data that is available at the disposal of researchers.
2.1.1 Opinion Mining/Sentiment Analysis
Opinion mining and sentiment analysis focus on understanding user opinions and senti-
ments from online posts. This has been one of the most active areas of research in this domain.
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Owing to the growing popularity of online social networks, review sites and personal blogs,
there are now a variety of sources from which to obtain user-generated data, each of which is
used for different purposes as well. Researchers have attempted to estimate user opinions on
products they have purchased [46, 47, 48, 49], on political opinions expressed on online social
networks (OSNs) [50], or general positivity or negativity conveyed through user posts [51].
Two survey papers that provide extensive coverage on this area are by Pang and Lee [52] and
Liu and Zhang [53].
Research involving sentiment analysis or opinion mining on social networks may be di-
vided into two areas: techniques that are based on lexicons of words, and techniques that are
based on machine learning. The lexicon-based methods work by using a predefined collec-
tion (lexicon) of words, where each word is annotated with a sentiment. Various publicly
available lexicons are used for this purpose, each differing according to the context in which
they were constructed. Examples include the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lex-
icon [54, 55], the Multiple Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) lexicon [56, 57, 58],
SentiStrength [59] and SentiWordNet [60, 61]. These lexicons typically contain sentiment an-
notated words, usually in the form of a numeric score. Given some text, a “sentiment score”
can be computed using the words occurring in the text and their respective scores in the lexicon
concerned. This has been used to perform sentiment analysis for social network data, movie
reviews, blog posts, etc. [62, 63, 64, 65].
Machine learning based sentiment analysis typically includes the use of supervised ap-
proaches which involve feature extraction, followed by the formulation of a classification prob-
lem where the labels of the classifier refer to the sentiment expressed by a user on a particular
topic. Features extracted may include bag-of-words or n-grams [66, 67], Parts-of-Speech tags
[68, 69], dependency-tree-based features [70] etc. Commonly used methods such as Maximum
Entropy, Naive Bayes, SVM, etc. [51] are used as classification methods.
Sentiment analysis on product review data, usually referred to as Aspect-Based Sentiment
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Analysis, is another area of research and typically involves uncovering what users like/dislike
about the products they have reviewed. Such efforts adopt either a topic-modeling based ap-
proach [46, 47, 71, 72], or use feature-extraction, such as Parts-of-Speech Tagging [48, 49, 73]
to identify nouns as “aspects” of the products being reviewed. This problem is explored in this
thesis, and details will be provided in Chapter 5.
2.1.2 Trending Topic Detection
Trending topics are typically driven by emerging events, breaking news and general topics
that attract the attention of a large fraction of users on online social network platforms like
Twitter. Cheong and Lee [74] analyze tweets to research the anatomy of trending topics. They
split them into 3 categories: long-term, medium-term and short-term topics. Long-term topics
occur infrequently, but over a long amount of time in the public time-line, while medium-
term topics occur more frequently but are limited to a time range of a few days. Short-term
topics are heavily discussed topics, and often refer to current events. Further, Cheong and
Lee [74] categorize users into 3 major groups: “Personal” (a majority of whose postings are
on personal topics), “Aggregator” (those who collect and publish information, such as news
agencies, politicians etc.) and “Marketing” (those that work to promote a product but also lead
to spam and unsolicited postings). The results show that it is mostly users who talk about their
personal life that contribute to emerging trending topics.
In [75], the authors develop a system called TwitterMonitor to identify emerging trends on
Twitter in real time. A trend is identified as a set of bursty keywords that occur frequently
together in tweets. TwitterMonitor provides meaningful analytics that synthesize an accurate
description of each topic. It extracts additional information from the tweets that belong to the
trend, aiming to discover interesting aspects of it, such as tracking the popularity of the trend
over time and the origin of geographically focused trends. Users interact with the system by
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ordering the identified trends using different criteria and submitting their own description for
each trend.
Benhardus [76] outlines methodologies of detecting and identifying trending topics from
streaming data. Term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) analysis and relative
normalized term frequency analysis are performed on tweets to identify the trending topics.
Relative normalized term frequency analysis identifies unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams as
trending topics, while term frequency-inverse document frequency analysis identifies unigrams
as trending topics.
2.1.3 Event Detection
Online social network platforms act as an important channel for reporting world events,
which makes them a useful resource for detecting events such as health epidemics and natural
disasters. The work of Culotta [77] explores the possibility of detecting influenza outbreaks by
analyzing Twitter data. The author uses a bag-of-words classifier in order to predict influenza-
like illness (ILI) rates in a population, based on the frequency of messages containing certain
keywords. He compares rates with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
statistics.
Paul and Dredze [78] propose an Ailment Topic Aspect Model (ATAM) for extracting
general public health information from millions of health related tweets. The approach dis-
covers many different ailments (diseases), such as flu and allergies, and learns symptom and
treatment associations. This model discovers a larger number of more coherent ailments than
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [79]. It produces more detailed ailment information (symp-
toms/treatments) and tracks disease rates consistent with published government statistics (in-
fluenza surveillance) despite the lack of supervised influenza training data. Their work was
further utilized in [80] for the discovery of several more ailments, including allergies, obesity
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and insomnia.
On the detection of natural events, Sakaki et al. [81] investigate the real-time interaction of
events such as earthquakes on Twitter, and propose an algorithm to monitor tweets and detect
a target event. To detect a target event, they devise a classifier of tweets using a support vector
machine [82] based on features, such as the keywords in a tweet, the number of words, and their
context. Subsequently, they produce a probabilistic spatiotemporal model for the target event
that can find the center and the trajectory of the event location. They can detect an earthquake
with high probability (96% of earthquakes of Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA) seismic
intensity scale 3 or more are detected) merely by monitoring tweets.
2.1.4 User Profiling
With the huge number of users that participate in online review sites and social networks,
companies are very interested in understanding their users better to be able to tailor products
and services according to their needs. Thus, personalization has become an important research
area, and building user profiles is an important part of the process [83, 84]. User profiling may
be defined as the process of extracting features that best represent the user, so as to capture
their interests in the best possible way.
Identifying basic attributes of a user, such as age, gender, etc. from their online content is
a key step in this process. In [85], the authors show a connection between the language that
people use on Twitter and their age, and use that to detect their age. Researchers have also
explored the online behavior of users, i.e. the pages they navigate, the amount of time spent
on them, etc. [86] for the purpose of profiling. In addition, social information, such as social
connections with other users or groups and pages, social behaviours like shares, clicks, and
likes between users has been utilized in building user profiles [87, 88, 89].
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2.2 Social Interaction Analysis
Social Interaction Analysis refers to the body of work that involves taking into account the
user interactions and not merely the user content. Thus, the “network” aspect of the data is
taken into consideration in this research area. The following are some of the primary research
questions of this domain.
2.2.1 Social Influence
As in real life, in OSNs as well, users tend to be influenced by their “friends” and connec-
tions. Social influence refers to the behavioral change of individuals affected by others in a
network. Social influence is an intuitive and well-accepted phenomenon in the study of social
networks [90, 91, 92]. Social influence is what ultimately leads to the spread of ideas and
opinions through a network, making this a key area of research.
Identifying influential users is one of the primary research directions in this area. Cha et
al. [93] discuss three metrics aiming to quantify users influence in OSNs: number of connec-
tions (nodes degree), number of mentions, and number of messages reshared by other users.
A discussion of the most appropriate ways to measure influence is made, revealing that simple
metrics such as number of connections can be misleading to represent the future influence of a
user. Weng et al. [94] were more optimistic, showing that an adaptation of the PageRank algo-
rithm [95] can be used to successfully measure influence on networks. However, Bakshy et al.
[96] showed that even though it is possible to identify influential users able to repeatedly start
widely scattered cascades, determining a priori which users will influence a cascade process is
a hard task.
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2.2.2 Information Flow
This area of work is based on the notion of user influence in networks as discussed in
Section 2.2.1. Since a user is influenced by her network neighbors, she is likely to adopt
ideas and opinions from them, and propagate them to users whom she in turn influences. This
leads to a flow of information and ideas across the network, which is the focus of the research
conducted in this area.
This area of work may be classified into 3 categories: Threshold Models, Information Cas-
cade Models and Epidemic Models. Granovetter and Schelling were the first to propose the
Threshold models [97, 98], and several variants of these models have been explored since
[14, 99, 100, 101]. The basic premise of the Threshold models is that at least a certain num-
ber of network neighbors (determined by the threshold) have to adopt an idea before a user
decides to adopt it. Information cascades are one of the most studied phenomenons for OSNs.
These refer to a contagious process in which users, after having contact with a content or a be-
havior, reproduce it and influence new users to do the same. This decentralized process often
causes chain reactions with great proportions, involving many users and being one of the main
strategies for information diffusion in social networks. Researchers have attempted to analyze
information cascades and unearth the reasons that lead to their formation [102, 16, 15].
Epidemic models, as the name suggests, are models that were initially developed to study
the spread of communicable diseases and epidemics, but have been found to be instrumental
in studying information flow processes in social networks as well [103, 104, 105, 106]. These
models generally assume that the population can be divided into different states depending on
the stage of the disease [107, 108, 109, 110], such as Susceptibles (denoted by S, those who
can contract the infection), Infectious (I, those who contracted the infection and are conta-
gious), and Recovered (R, those who recovered from the disease). Simple models for disease
epidemics have been applied to social spreading phenomena [111, 112, 103, 104, 105]. Rumor
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spreading is one such area in social networks where epidemic models have been applied. Ac-
cording to [113], individuals can be in one of three possible states: ignorant (S, equivalent to
susceptible in SIR), spreader (I, equiv- alent to infected) and stifler (R, equivalent to removed).
2.2.3 Modeling Opinion Dynamics
As has been discussed earlier, users express their opinions through their online content, and
since they are influenced by their network neighbors, their opinions might be subject to change
gradually over time. Models from a myriad of fields (Statistical Physics, Computer Science,
Sociology etc.) have attempted to capture the phenomenon of opinion dynamics in a network
[90, 114, 115, 91, 116, 117, 118]. Degroot’s work [90] was the earliest in this class of models,
according to which the opinion of a user is the weighted average of her friends’ opinions. The
Voter Model [114, 115] is another widely used opinion dynamics model which postulates that
at each step, every user changes her opinion by choosing one of her neighbors at random and
adopting the neighbor’s opinion. Similar to Degroot’s model [90], this model holds the same
key property that a user is most likely to change her opinion to that which occurs most often in
her neighborhood.
Another seminal work in this field is the Social Influence Network Theory [91] postu-
lated by Prof. Noah Friedkin and Eugene Johnson. This model, similar to DeGroot’s model,
accounts for the effect of interpersonal influences for opinion change, but also factors in an
anchorage to a user’s initial opinion. This latter factor is determined by how susceptible a user
is to changing her opinion. This work is discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.1, and along
with Degroot’s model [90], forms the basis of the method we propose in Chapter 4 and [44]
to detect changing opinions on Twitter. Several other models, especially from the Statistical
Physics domain, have been proposed for opinion dynamics as well [116, 117, 118].
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2.2.4 Social Recommendation Systems/Crowdsourcing
Recommendation systems have been a popular and active area of research for quite some
time [119, 120, 121]. Their utility lies in the fact that they help consumers in their purchase
decisions by recommending them products or services catered to their needs and preferences,
thereby saving them the time and effort of searching through a large database of items in on-
line marketplaces. Social recommendations have become popular of late, owing to the grow-
ing popularity of social networks themselves. This stems from the fact that since users in
the physical world are likely to seek suggestions from their friends before making a purchase
decision, and user’s friends consistently provide good recommendations [122], relationships
in OSNs can be potentially exploited to improve the performance of online recommender
systems[123, 124, 125, 126]. A good overview of existing social recommendation systems
is presented in [127].
Most existing social recommender systems are based on collaborative filtering (CF) tech-
niques, the underlying assumption of which is that if users have displayed similar preferences
with each other in the past, they are more likely to agree with each other in the future than to
agree with randomly chosen users. Memory-based CF techniques first obtain a set of correlated
users for a given user they wish to recommend items for, and then aggregate ratings obtained
from this set of users to estimate the missing ratings for that user. Different metrics such as
Social based Weight Mean [128, 129], TidalTrust [123], MoleTrust [130], TrustWalker [125]
are used to compute the set of correlated users from a social network.
Model-based CF methods mostly rely on matrix factorization techniques. Again, the mo-
tivation behind these methods is that users’ preferences are similar to or influenced by users
whom they are socially connected to. In co-factorization methods [124, 131], the underlying
assumption is that the i-th user ui should share the same user preference vector in the rating
space (rating information) and the social space (social information). Social recommender sys-
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tems in this group perform a co-factorization in the user-item matrix and the user-user social
relation matrix by sharing the same user preference latent factor. Regularization methods focus
on a users preference and force her preference vector to be closer to that of users in her social
network [132, 126].
Thus we find that this domain has a plethora of research questions and directions of interest.
Having provided an overview of the primary areas of research, we will now be introducing our
own research, which lies primarily in the area of opinion mining and detecting user attributes.
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Chapter 3
Probabilistic User-level Opinion Detection
on Online Social Networks
3.1 Introduction
Understanding online user behavior entails comprehending user opinions and sentiments on
various topics, from their self-generated posts. This chapter presents a method we developed
to detect opinions of randomly selected sets of users on a given topic, from their publicly
available tweets [43]. The topics under consideration are U.S. Politics and the Affordable Care
Act (Obamacare), for which we crawled the tweets of randomly picked users over a period
of time. These topics were chosen since they were widely discussed at the time of this work,
and were of national importance within the US. Moreover, since both the topics affected a
large section of people within the country, and usually garnered polarizing views, we expected
users to vocalize their opinions strongly on social network platforms, thereby making opinion
detection feasible.
As has been discussed in Section 1.4, extracting signal from online text is a non-trivial
problem owing to the abundance of noise and sparsity [133, 134, 135, 42, 41]. Twitter has
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gained popularity among researchers due to its emergence as one of the most widely used so-
cial networks, and also because it allows for the crawling of some of its data. However, this
data also brings along with it a host of challenges. The short length of a tweet, the abundance
of grammatical errors, misspelt words, informal language and abbreviations make it difficult to
extract the opinion expressed through a tweet accurately. Owing to this, efficient data prepro-
cessing and feature extraction are vital steps to the task at hand.
Further, because the opinions detected on the basis of a single tweet are unreliable, we fo-
cused instead on assessing the opinion of a user by aggregating the information in all of their
tweets relating to the topic of interest over a given time period. We used a probabilistic classi-
fier, regularized to avoid overfitting [136], to classify user opinions as positive or negative on a
given topic. We found that combining the use of hashtags and n-grams was highly informative
in detecting user opinions. It is to be noted here that our method requires no prior manual
selection or labeling of features. On implementing our method to detect opinions on both the
topics mentioned above, we obtained a high level of accuracy, which exhibits the robustness of
our methodology.
3.2 Related Work
As has been briefly mentioned in Chapter 3, research involving sentiment analysis or opin-
ion mining on social networks may be divided into two areas: techniques that are based on
lexicons of words, and techniques that are based on machine learning. The publicly available
lexicons include the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) lexicon [55, 54] and the Mul-
tiple Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) lexicon [56, 58, 57]. The LIWC lexicon con-
tains words that have been assigned into categories, and matches the input text with the words
in each category [137]. The MPQA lexicon is a publicly-available corpus of news articles that
have been manually annotated for opinions, emotions, etc. These lexicons have been widely
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used for sentiment analysis across various domains, not just specifically for social networks
[138, 139, 140]. Other popular sentiment lexicons that have been designed for short texts are
SentiStrength [59] and SentiWordNet [61, 60]. These lexicons have been extensively used for
sentiment analysis of social network data, online posts, movie reviews, etc. [63, 64, 65, 62].
However, as shown later in Section 3.5.2, they do not perform very well when applied to our
problem of assessing user opinion.
Machine learning techniques for sentiment analysis include classification techniques such
as Maximum Entropy, Naive Bayes, SVM [51], k-NN based strategies [141], and label propa-
gation [142]. These usually require labeling of data for training, which is accomplished either
by manually labeling posts [142], or through the use of features specific to social networks such
as emoticons and hashtags [51, 141]. Some of the existing research combines lexicon-based
methods and machine-learning methods [143]. These papers address a different (but related)
problem than ours in that they perform tweet-level as opposed to user-level sentiment analy-
sis. In Section 3.5.2, we compare our method to user-level sentiment generated via tweet-level
sentiment obtained by the methods of [143] and [51].
The methods in [144, 145, 50] perform user-level sentiment analysis. The method in [145]
uses features derived from four different types of information of a social network user: user
profile, tweeting behavior, linguistic content of the messages and the user network. Our method
focuses on extracting informative features from only a user’s tweets, and can achieve high ac-
curacies with a smaller number of features and a simpler model. The methods in [50] determine
the political alignment of Twitter users using their tweets, as well as their retweet networks.
The dataset is selected by first creating a set of politically discriminative hashtags that co-occur
with the hashtags #p2 (“Progressives on Twitter 2.0”) and #tcot (“Top Conservatives on Twit-
ter”). The tweets selected for the dataset carry at least one of the discriminative hashtags. In
contrast, we selected our dataset via identification of users who use the generic keywords in
Table 3.1 at least once, which does not require the determination of discriminative words or
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hashtags. Moreover, [50] does not conduct any study on using combinations of hashtags and
n-grams as features, which we have found to yield the best performance in opinion detection
across two different topics (as described in Section sec: op detect expts). Thus the results are
not directly comparable. In addition, our method performs automatic feature selection, which
[50] does not address. In [144], user-level sentiment analysis is performed using the users’
following/mention network information. Since our dataset consists of randomly chosen users,
we do not have the entire neighborhood of any user.
3.3 Data Collection and Pre-processing
In this section, we discuss the method for crawling tweets on the topics of interest and the
subsequent pre-processing of the data for the problem.
3.3.1 Data Collection
As mentioned before, we focused on two popular (at the time) and divisive topics for which
people were more likely to voice their opinions on social media: U.S. Politics and Obamacare.
For each of the topics of interest, we randomly selected users and collected their tweets over a
period of time using the Twitter REST API [146]. For U.S. Politics, our tweets were collected
over the period of January 2012 to January 2013, which coincided with the political campaigns
leading up to the November 2012 U.S. Presidential election. For the dataset on Obamacare, we
crawled tweets for 6 weeks over the months of June and July 2013.
To extract topical tweets, we filtered out tweets that contained words related to the topic of
interest. For instance, for political tweets, we used words related to political figures, parties,
causes or issues, or commentators whose bias is well-known. This approach is similar to that
used by Romero, Meeder and Kleinberg in [147].
Table 3.1 shows the list of keywords used to obtain both the datasets and the categories
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Table 3.1: Keywords used to filter out topical tweets
Dataset Keyword Keyword Type
U.S. Politics
obama Political figure
democrat Political party
p2 Political party
romney Political figure
gop Political party
tcot Political party
Obamacare
obamacare Term for affordable health care
koch Industrialists who were against Obamacare
affordable care Term for affordable health care
that they belong to. The political dataset thus obtained was composed of 672,920 tweets from
552,524 users. The Obamacare dataset consisted of 187,141 tweets from 65,218 users.
3.3.2 Data Preprocessing
Twitter data is inherently noisy and filled with abbreviations and informal words. We clean
and pre-process the dataset in the following manner to enable a better extraction of features.
 URL removal: In our method, URLs would not contribute to the feature extraction and
were therefore removed.
 Stopword removal: Stopwords such as “a”, “the”, “who”, “that”, “of”, “has”, etc. were
removed from the tweets before extracting n-grams, which is a common practice.
 Punctuation marks and special character removal: Punctuation marks such as “:”,
“;” etc. and special characters such as “[]”, “,”, “”, etc. were removed before extracting
n-grams.
 Additional whitespace removal: Multiple white spaces were replaced with a single
whitespace.
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 Conversion to lowercase: Tweets are not generally case-sensitive owing to the informal
language used. For instance, users may use either “Obama” or “obama” when referring
to the current U.S President Barack Obama. Thus, we converted the tweets to lowercase
to preserve uniformity in feature extraction.
 Tokenization: The tweets were tokenized into words to extract n-grams from them.
3.4 Methodology
In this section, I shall discuss in detail the problem definition and the method we proposed
to solve it.
3.4.1 Problem Definition
We adopted a probabilistic view for the user opinion in that we assumed it to be a distri-
bution over positive and negative types. On the topic of US politics, we arbitrarily defined
positive to mean that the user was pro-Obama or anti-Romney, and negative to mean that she
was anti-Obama or Pro-Romney. On the topic of Obamacare, positive was again arbitrarily
defined to be a pro-Obamacare opinion, and negative was defined to be an anti-Obamacare
opinion.
The main challenges involved were: (1) to determine appropriate features that carry infor-
mation about the user’s opinion (2) to learn a model that, with a sufficiently high accuracy,
predicts the probabilistic user opinion from the features.
Thus, the problem definition may be summarised as: Given a user’s tweets over time on a
topic, compute probabilities of her having a positive or a negative opinion.
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3.4.2 Ground Truth Labels:
We randomly picked users from each of the datasets, and then assigned a positive or nega-
tive opinion label to them by manually reading all of their tweets. We labeled only those users
whose opinion could be unambiguously determined from their tweets. We randomly chose 490
users (222 positive and 268 negative) for our labeled dataset on U.S. Politics, and 201 users
(90 positive and 111 negative) for our labeled dataset on Obamacare.
3.4.3 Proposed Method
We cast the problem at hand as a supervised binary classification problem in which the
classifier outputs the probabilities of the opinions that a user can have. Logistic regression is
a well-known and widely used probabilistic machine learning tool for classification. Given a
binary output variable y and a set of features X , logistic regression estimates the conditional
distribution P (y = 1jX; ), where  represents the parameters that determine the effect of the
features on the output.
Logistic regression utilizes the following transfer function between X and y:
P (y = 1jX; ) = h(X) = 1
1 + exp( TX) : (3.1)
To estimate the parameter  of the logistic model, we useMaximum Likelihood Estimation.
Assuming that we have m i.i.d training samples (yi; X i); i = 1; : : : ;m, the log likelihood is
given by
logP (yjX; ) =
mX
i=1
(yi log(h(X
i) + (1  yi) log(1  h(X i)): (3.2)
The loss function, which is the negative log-likelihood, being convex, can be minimized
to estimate the optimum , given by ^. We add a regularization to the loss function to avoid
overfitting, as discussed below.
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Thus, given a set of features X and a set of known outputs y in the training data, the
logistic regression model learns the parameter  that determines the relationship between X
and y. Once the model has been learned, it can then be used to predict the outcomes of the test
data, given their features X .
Logistic regression with l2 regularization
To avoid overfitting [136], we added a user-specified regularization term kXk22 to our loss
function, where  > 0 is the regularization parameter [136]. The loss function thus becomes:
L() =   logP (yjX; ) + kk22: (3.3)
Logistic regression with l1 regularization
We also explored the use of l1-regularization [136]. This results in the loss function:
L() =   logP (yjX; ) + kk1: (3.4)
We used the open-source machine learning tool in Python, scikit-learn [148] to implement
logistic regression with l1 and l2 regularizations. The selection of  is discussed in Section 3.5.
3.4.4 Features for Classification
Deriving features from the tweets is a crucial step for successfully determining a user’s
opinion. Hashtags have become a very popular feature in Twitter and other social media sites.
A hashtag is essentially a word that is prefixed with a # symbol that can be generated by a
user and used in their tweets. #followfriday, #mtvstars, #ipad, #glee are examples of some
popular hashtags on Twitter. The concept of hashtags was introduced in order to index tweets
of a similar topic together, to make it easier for users to start a conversation with each other.
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Apart from highlighting the topic of a tweet, hashtags have been found to carry some addi-
tional information regarding the bias of the tweet itself [141, 142]. For example, hashtags such
as #ISupportStaceyDash, #iloveapple, #twilightsucks all carry information about the topic
of the tweet and also clearly exhibit the bias of the user. A manual inspection of our dataset
suggested that hashtags might be used to provide information about the bias of the tweet. For
example, hashtags such as #romneyshambles, #gopfail, #defundobamacare were more likely
to occur in tweets in which the user portrayed a negative opinion towards the respective topic.
Similarly, hashtags such as #iloveobama, #istandwithobama, #getcovered occurred most often
with tweets that carried a positive opinion towards the respective topic. For this reason, our
first choice for features to use was hashtags.
Although hashtags are powerful carriers of sentiment information, sometimes they may not
be sufficient to convey the bias hidden in the tweet. For instance, hashtags may just refer to
a political party without seemingly carrying any bias, in which case the information we seek
may be carried by the text of the tweet. Here is an example of such a tweet:
“@MittRomney’s refusal to release details of, well, anything, prove his cowardice & unfit-
ness for the presidency. #connecttheleft #gop”
In the above tweet, the hashtags used are #gop (“Grand Old Party”) and #connecttheleft (a
hashtag designed to connect the Democrats). Used together, these hashtags carry no informa-
tion on the user’s opinion. However, a human annotator would be able to identify the opinion
by reading the entire text of the tweet. Hence, in order to augment the information obtained by
using hashtags alone, we incorporated information from the tweet as well.
For this purpose, we used the n-gram model, which is considered a powerful tool for sen-
timent extraction [149]. n-grams are essentially contiguous sequences of n words extracted
from text. The n-gram model was developed as a probabilistic language model which predicts
the occurrence of the next word in the sequence of words by modeling it as an (n   1)-order
Markov process. In the domain of sentiment analysis, n-grams have been widely used since
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they help to capture phrases that carry sentiment expression [150, 67].
We begin by using hashtags separately as features in the logistic regression model (as de-
scribed further), and then use them in conjunction with n-grams to achieve better results.
Popular hashtags: To eliminate the need for manual selection of hashtags, we extracted the
most frequently used hashtags separately from each of the filtered datasets, by computing the
total number of times each hashtag occurred in the respective dataset. For both the datasets, we
used the 1000 most frequently used hashtags. We refer to these hashtags as popular hashtags.
Not surprisingly, a manual inspection revealed that all of the popular political tags were related
to politics either by representing names of the parties, their representatives, or political issues
that gained importance during that time period. A similar pattern was observed for the popular
Obamacare hashtags.
We then used the frequency of use of the popular hashtags as features in our model. Thus,
in equation (3),
X ij = number of times popular hashtag j is used by user i: (3.5)
Popular n-grams in conjunction with hashtags: As discussed previously, we used n-grams
to augment the hashtag information. We used values of n = 1; 2 to extract unigrams and
bigrams from the tweets of each labeled user. Again, we picked the most popular n-grams from
each dataset. For each dataset, we chose 2000 most popular unigrams and 2000 most popular
bigrams. We combined the information we obtained from the hashtags with that obtained from
the n-grams.
We tested each type of n-gram feature separately with the hashtags. Thus, when using
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hashtags and unigrams as features, Xi: is of size 1 3000 where
X ij = number of times popular hashtag j is used by user i for j < 1000
X ij = number of times popular unigram j is used by user i for j > 1000
3.5 Experimental Results
In this section we outline in detail our implementations of the proposed method with both l1
and l2 regularization, and the metrics we used to evaluate the results. Further, we describe the
existing methods that we chose for comparison, and report the results obtained.
3.5.1 Experiments using Different Feature Sets
To evaluate the performance of the model, we conducted hold-out cross validation by ran-
domly splitting the data into 30% test set and 70% training set. On each run of the cross-
validation, the best  was learned from the validation error on the training set. The cross-
validation was done 10 times, with the data being randomly shuffled each time. Our exper-
iments showed that the best  value did not vary much across the validation sets of the re-
spective dataset. For the U.S. Politics dataset, we set  = 50.0 for l2-regularization, and for
l1-regularization, it was 0.01. For the Obamacare dataset, we set  = 25.0 for the l2-regularized
model, and  = 0.0083 for the l1-regularized model. The average classifier metrics [151] such
as ROC curves, AUC, accuracy, precision, recall, F1-score and specificity across the 10 sets is
reported in Section 5.4. For the U.S. politics data, we tested on 147 users, and on 60 users for
the Obamacare dataset. For each user, the class with the higher probability is assigned as the
corresponding opinion label, with ties broken arbitrarily. There were no cases in either of the
datasets in which ties were encountered.
Table 3.2 presents the results obtained using logistic regression with l2 and l1 regularization
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Table 3.2: Classifier metrics on U.S. Politics dataset, using l2 and l1 regularization. The
features selected are described in Section 3.4.4. The 3rd column represents the number of
features selected by the regularizer out of the total number of available features in parentheses.
The best results are in bold.
Feature type Regularization
Number
of
Selected
Features
Mean
Accuracy
Mean
AUC
Mean
F1-
score
Mean
Speci-
ficity
Hashtags l2
288
(1000)
86:32(0:043) 0.915 0.85 0.875
l1 22 (1000) 84:70(0:048) 0.896 0.823 0.82
Hashtags,
unigrams
l2
1488
(3000)
86:12(0:031) 0.896 0.843 0.885
l1 34 (3000) 85:67(0:025) 0.903 0.818 0.86
Hashtags,
bigrams
l2
1398
(3000)
87:35(0:029) 0.909 0.858 0.895
l1 32 (3000) 86:10(0:030) 0.916 0.844 0.849
Hashtags,
unigrams,
bigrams
l2
2430
(5000)
87:10
(0:027) 0.905 0.855 0.893
l1 70 (5000)
85:03
(0:033) 0.909 0.832 0.869
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Table 3.3: Classifier metrics on Obamacare dataset, using l2 and l1 regularization. The fea-
tures selected are described in Section 3.4.4. The 3rd column represents the number of fea-
tures selected by the regularizer out of the total number of available features in parentheses.
The best results are in bold.
Feature type Regularization
Number
of
Selected
Features
Mean
Accuracy
Mean
AUC
Mean
F1-
score
Mean
Speci-
ficity
Hashtags l2
445
(1000)
77:33(0:0466) 0.912 0.804 0.799
l1 34 (1000) 79:33(0:0466) 0.90 0.824 0.83
Hashtags,
unigrams
l2
2295
(3000)
87:30(0:022) 0.942 0.906 0.943
l1 210 86:50(0:022) 0.920 0.891 0.91
Hashtags,
bigrams
l2
1506
(3000)
87:54(0:025) 0.956 0.907 0.927
l1
132
(3000)
89:6(0:025) 0.973 0.93 0.94
Hashtags,
unigrams,
bigrams
l2
3448
(5000)
90:8
(0:033) 0:958 0:919 0:850
l1
372
(5000)
89:1(0:030) 0.945 0.88 0.825
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on U.S. Politics, while the results for the Obamacare dataset are illustrated in Table 3.3. Four
sets of features were used for both sets of experiments, and the best results are indicated in
bold. As can be observed, the values of each of the classifier metrics are excellent. The
high values of precision and specificity indicate that the method can predict both positive and
negative opinions accurately. The highest accuracy achieved by our classifier was 87.35% on
U.S. Politics and 90.8% on Obamacare.
It is to be noted that, using l1 regularization, comparable accuracies were obtained with a
much smaller number of features. For instance, for the U.S. Politics dataset (Table 3.2), using
the combination of hashtags and bigrams, we were able to achieve a high accuracy of 86.10%
and an AUC of 0.916 from 32 features, as contrasted with using 1398 features and obtaining
slightly higher accuracy of 87.35% and an AUC of 0.909 with l2 regularization. A similar trend
in results was observed for the Obamacare dataset as well.
Figures 3.1(a) and (b) present the results obtained using logistic regression with l2 regu-
larization on U.S. Politics and Obamacare, respectively, and Figure 3.1(c) presents the ROC
curves obtained using the l2-regularized model on U.S. Politics and Obamacare.
Selection of Informative Features: From Tables 3.2 and 3.3, we found that the l1 regularizer
yields excellent results with a small number of selected features. Table 3.4 shows a few of the
features that the regularizer picked from either dataset as the most informative features. Thus
the method results in automatic selection of the most useful features for opinion detection.
3.5.2 Comparison with existing methods
We compare our methods with three popularly used state-of-the-art methods that perform
tweet-level sentiment analysis, and use their results to obtain opinions on a user level as de-
scribed below. The following methods were tested on the U.S. Politics dataset.
SentiStrength: SentiStrength [59] is a lexicon-based method that was designed for use with
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Figure 3.1: Classifier metrics with l2 regularization
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Table 3.4: Examples of features selected by l1-regularization
Feature
Type Dataset Sparse features
Hashtags
U.S.
Politics
tcot, p2, gop, obama2012
Bigrams
U.S.
Politics
tcot gop, obama didnt, mitt
romney
Hashtags Obamacare
obamacare, tcot,
defundobamacare, defund
Bigrams Obamacare
defund obamacare, shut down,
government over
short informal text including abbreviations and slang. It has been widely used by researchers
for sentiment analysis of tweets, online posts, etc. (Section 3.2). It uses a lexicon of posi-
tive and negative words which were initially annotated by hand, and later improved during a
training phase. Given a sentence, the method assigns a sentiment score to every word in the
sentence, and thereafter, the sentence is assigned the most positive score and the most negative
score from among its words. According to [59], the algorithm was tested extensively for ac-
curacy, and was found to outperform standard machine learning approaches. Hence we chose
this as a baseline method to compare against.
Tweet-level MaximumEntropy Classifier: The second method for comparison is a machine-
learning method proposed in Section 3.3 of [51] which uses a Maximum Entropy based clas-
sifier trained on 1,600,000 tweets using emoticons as noisy labels. It uses the presence or
absence of unigrams, bigrams and parts-of-speech tags as features for classification, and clas-
sifies a given tweet as positive or negative. The authors provide an online tool for this purpose
[152], which we use for conducting our experiments. This method has also been widely used
for sentiment analysis. It is to be noted that we used their pre-trained model that was trained
on their annotated tweet set. We could not train the method on our labeled datasets because our
datasets have labels on the user and not on the individual tweets, and it is non-trivial to transfer
the user opinion to their tweets owing to the amount of noise per tweet. Moreover, we could
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Table 3.5: Comparison of the proposed method with three state-of-the-art methods
Method Accuracy(%) Precision Recall Specificity
l2 - regularized Logistic
regression
87.35 0.871 0.848 0.895
SentiStrength 53.06 0.485 0.586 0.485
Maximum Entropy method 44.29 0.525 0.419 0.463
Combined method
(SentiStrength and MaxEnt)
59.59 0.542 0.694 0.515
not annotate our datasets using emoticons because they are rarely used in our datasets (only
0.13% of the tweets used emoticons in the U.S. Politics dataset). Since the authors [51] used
emoticons to label the sentiment of a tweet and did not manually annotate them, theirs may be
considered as a partially supervised method, as opposed to our fully supervised method.
Combined Method: The third method for comparison is a method described in Section 3.2 of
[143] that combines the output of the lexicon-based method [59] and the tweet-level machine
learning method [51]. The authors propose a way to combine the results of SentiStrength and
the MaxEnt based method of [51] to perform a binary tweet-level sentiment classification with
better accuracy than either of the individual methods.
Obtaining targeted user-level sentiment from tweet-level sentiment: We adopt the fol-
lowing strategies when comparing our method with the other three methods. First, to obtain a
sentiment label for every tweet using SentiStrength, the most positive and most negative scores
for every tweet were added up. If this sum was positive the tweet was labeled positive; if the
sum was negative then it was labeled negative, and if the sum was zero the tweet was labeled
neutral. This approach was proposed in Section 3.2 of [143].
Second, all of the methods described above determine whether a given tweet has an overall
positive or negative sentiment, irrespective of the target of the sentiment. This varies from
our definition of positive and negative as described in Section 3.4.1. Hence, to determine the
sentiment of a tweet towards a target (Democrat or Republican), we selected a set of keywords
that were associated with Democrats and another set for Republicans, with the objective of
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identifying targets for as many tweets as possible, and defined them as positive targets and
negative targets, respectively. (The keywords used are given in Table 3.1). For any method
that we compared with, given a tweet sentiment, we first computed a sum of the target words
that the tweet contained, assigning +1 for a positive target and -1 for a negative target. If the
sum was greater than 0 we assumed that the subject of the tweet was Democrats, in which case
the sentiment remained unaltered. If the sum was less than 0 we assumed that the subject was
Republicans. In this case, a positive sentiment towards Republicans would mean a negative
sentiment according to our definition, and vice versa.
Third, to obtain user-level sentiment from the tweet-level sentiment output from any of the
methods, we adopted the following strategy. For every user, we summed the (targeted) senti-
ments of all her tweets using +1 for positive, -1 for negative and 0 for neutral. The user output
was considered positive if the sum was positive, negative if the sum was negative and was as-
signed randomly if the sum was zero. Table 3.5 represents the comparison of our method with
the existing methods. All of the classifier metrics clearly display that our method outperforms
the other methods.
3.6 Conclusion
We proposed a method for detecting user-level opinion on a given topic from Twitter data.
Our approach of performing user-level (as opposed to tweet-level) opinion detection using
regularized logistic regression with hashtags and n-grams as features was found to produce
excellent results. The l2 and l1 regularizations yielded comparable accuracy, however the l1
regularization required far fewer features. Moreover, our method required no manual labeling
of features. The method was applied to Twitter datasets on two different topics and yielded
excellent results on both, which highlights its generalizability. The importance of informative
features is evident in the results obtained; only a small percentage of the most informative
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features were required for accurate user opinion detection.
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Chapter 4
Detecting Opinions in a Temporally
Evolving Conversation on Twitter
4.1 Introduction
As has been previously discussed in Chapter 1, there is an inherent temporal aspect to user-
generated online textual content, since, on most topics, users continue to post their views over
time. In such a scenario, opinion detection over time becomes a necessity. In this Chapter,
we present a method for detecting the opinions of Twitter users on a given topic over time,
using data mining and machine learning techniques. Methods in the field of opinion detection
in general are based either on machine learning, or lexicons of words (discussed in detail in
Chapter sec: opinion mining overview). There is no temporal aspect to these approaches. They
are trained on labeled data and/or use a pre-determined lexicon of words. However, in the
case of temporal opinion detection, which is the problem we address here, the focus of the
conversation shifts from one sub-topic to another, thus new textual features emerge at every
time point. The lack of training data at every timestep renders general supervised approaches
infeasible.
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The method we propose in this work for temporal opinion detection borrows from social
network research conducted by sociologists over the years [90, 91]. A key observation from
social network research is that temporal evolution of user opinions is a slow process. People are
inherently resistant to changing their opinions. We propose a regularized supervised approach
that requires training only at the initial time, and enables us to use opinions detected in a
previous timestep when performing predictions for the future. Additionally, the method can
capture relevant textual features over time, thus highlighting the conversational sub-topics that
emerge at every timestep.
We selected Twitter as the source of data for our experiments, and Obamacare as the pri-
mary topic of interest. Obamacare is a popular term coined to represent the Affordable Care Act
(ACA) which was signed into law by President Barack Obama on March 23, 2010 [153]. Since
its inception, it has garnered much political and social attention in the US, and has emerged
as one of the most popular topics of discussion in social media platforms [154]. The Act also
underwent several reforms over time, each addressing a different issue. This led to an evolv-
ing online conversation on the topic, since the focus of the discussions would shift from one
sub-topic to another over time. The above characteristic made this topic interesting and chal-
lenging for opinion detection, as we shall illustrate in the later sections. In order to demonstrate
the generality of our method, we selected another topic for our experiments, namely, the U.S.
Immigration Reform bill (the Border Security, Economic Opportunity, and Immigration Mod-
ernization Act of 2013) that was introduced in the US Senate in April, 2013. The bill would
allow for many undocumented immigrants to gain legal status and become U.S. citizens. Ad-
ditionally, it would make the border more secure by adding up to 40,000 border patrol agents
[155]. This topic was also extensively discussed on Twitter. Details of the data collection
process for both topics are elaborated in Section 4.4.1.
Contributions of this work: The contributions of this work are as follows:
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1. This work proposes a machine-learning model to accurately detect opinions of Twitter
users over time using their tweets, even when the topic of conversation is evolving in
nature. Training is required only at the initial time.
2. The proposed method also showcases the textual features that are most effective at iden-
tifying the opinions at different time points. These features aid in identifying the most
popular sub-topics that emerge at every time point.
4.2 Related Work
Publicly available sentiment lexicons such as SentiStrength [59] and SentiWordNet [60, 61]
have been extensively used for sentiment analysis of social network data, online posts, movie
reviews, etc. [64, 63, 59, 144]. However, as seen in our previous work (Chapter 3) [43], these
do not perform well for opinion detection on Twitter users. Further, prior sentiment analysis
methods using Maximum Entropy, Naive Bayes, SVM [51], k-NN based strategies [141], label
propagation [142], etc. address the problem of temporal opinion detection that is the topic of
this paper.
In prior work (Chapter 3) [43], we addressed the problem of opinion detection of Twitter
users over a fixed period of time. There was no temporal aspect to the problem. We developed
a supervised learning approach using a regularized logistic regression model. We used textual
features, namely hashtags and n-grams, to detect user opinions on two topics: U.S. Politics and
Obamacare, with a high accuracy. The Obamacare dataset used in that work contained tweets
over a short time period and hence did not capture the evolving nature of the conversation.
However, when we applied the samemethod to the current dataset that spans a larger timeline, it
failed to detect user opinions accurately (details in Section ), thus leading us to the development
of the proposed model for temporal opinion detection.
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4.3 Temporal Opinion Detection over an Evolving Conver-
sation
In this section we describe the problem at hand and discuss the social network research that
our model is based on. Thereafter, we delve into the details of the model.
4.3.1 Opinion Change Processes Over Time - The Basis of our Model
The key point of our opinion detection model is that users tend to change their opinions
very slowly. This forms a basis of the seminal opinion change models from sociology [91, 90].
We present three factors owing to which transition to a different opinion takes place gradually.
First, people vary in their readiness to be influenced by their neighbors. Every person has some
amount of stubbornness and attachment to their own opinions and beliefs. This is a factor that
most models of opinion change consider. For example, a widely-used opinion change model
arises from the Social Influence Network Theory of Friedkin and Johnson [91], and is given by
y(t) = AWy(t 1) + (I A)y(1); (4.1)
where y(t) is a vector of the users’ opinions at time t, and W = [wij] is the matrix of inter-
personal influences, which stores the amount of influence user j has on user i. A is a diagonal
matrix of the users’ susceptibilities to interpersonal influence. As is evident from (4.1), A
determines how anchored the users remain to their initial opinions y(1), which regulates how
much they are influenced by their network neighbors to change their opinions.
Second, we treated the responses of all users as homogeneous from the point of view of
opinion change. Thus the opinion of any user, as well as the opinions of all the users she is
influenced by, evolve over time. The influenced user slowly changes her opinion in response
to the changing opinions of her influencers.
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Third, multiple neighbors influence each user. Most opinion models, including Social In-
fluence Network Theory (4.1) and the DeGroot model [90], assume that a user’s opinion is the
average of the opinions of her neighbors and her own opinions. This averaging effect tends to
dampen dramatic changes [91], making opinion change a slow process. This key observation
leads to the main assumption in our new model. For a sufficiently large set of users, most users
are not likely to change their opinions drastically over a short period of time.
4.3.2 Temporal Opinion Detection Model
In previous work [43], we assumed user opinion to be a distribution over positive and
negative types, and used textual features derived from tweets to learn a weighted combination
of the features that would best classify the opinions (3.3). In this work, we extend the previous
regularized logistic regression model, with an added element of time. As in the previous work,
user opinions are classified as positive and negative types. Here, we have data samples x(t)i ,
i = 1; ::::n and t = 1; 2; ::::; T . Further, we have labels only for the first timestep, i.e., y(1)i ,
i = 1; ::::n. Labeled samples are required for the first timestep, but not for the subsequent
timesteps. Now, extending (3.1) for any tth timestep for user i, we obtain
P (y
(t)
i = 1jx(t)i ; (t)) =
1
1 + exp( (t)Tx(t)i )
; (4.2)
where y(t)i is the discrete opinion value in f 1; 1g in timestep t, x(t)i is a k  1 data vector and
(t) is a k  1 feature weight vector for timestep t.
We do not have labels on the samples for timestep t + 1, as previously stated. Hence, to
predict the opinions for timestep t + 1, we apply the key observation from Section 4.3.1 that
most users do not change their opinions drastically in a single timestep. Thus, we assume that
most users hold the same opinion as in the previous timestep. Most of the opinions in the
previous timestep will therefore be the same as those in the next timestep, i.e. y(t)i is the same
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as y(t+1)i for most users. Following this assumption, we use y
(t)
i from the previous timestep,
and new textual features x(t+1)i from the current timestep to learn 
(t+1).
Thus, we minimize the following l2-regularized logistic loss function over consecutive
timesteps t and t+ 1:
L((t+1)) =   log
 
nY
i=1
P

y
(t)
i jx(t+1)i ; (t+1)
!
+ k(t+1)k22 (4.3)
=
nX
i=1
log

1 + exp

 y(t)i ((t+1)
T
x
(t+1)
i )

+ k(t+1)k22 (4.4)
The regularization helps to avoid overfitting [136] and to take care of the fact that this is
an underdetermined system since n << k. Thus, by minimizing (4.3), we learn (t+1) even in
the absence of labeled samples at time t + 1. We use the open-source machine learning tool
scikit-learn [148] to implement logistic regression with l2 regularization.
4.4 Data Collection and Preprocessing
In this section we describe the method used to collect the dataset for this work, and the data
pre-processing steps involved.
4.4.1 Data Collection
We selected Twitter as the source of data for our experiments, and Obamacare as the pri-
mary topic of interest. Obamacare is a popular term coined to represent the Affordable Care
Act (ACA) which was signed into law by President Barack Obama on March 23, 2010 [153].
Since its inception, it has garnered much political and social attention in the US, and has
emerged as one of the most popular topics of discussion in social media platforms [154]. The
Act also underwent several reforms over time, each addressing a different issue. This led to an
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evolving online conversation on the topic, since the focus of the discussions would shift from
one sub-topic to another over time. The above characteristic makes this topic interesting and
challenging for opinion detection, as we shall illustrate in the later sections.
In order to demonstrate the generality of our method, we selected another topic for our
experiments, namely the U.S. Immigration Reform bill (the Border Security, Economic Op-
portunity, and Immigration Modernization Act of 2013) that was introduced in the US Senate
in April, 2013. The bill would allow for many undocumented immigrants to gain legal status
and become U.S. citizens. Additionally, it would make the border more secure by adding up to
40,000 border patrol agents [155]. This topic was also extensively discussed on Twitter.
To crawl tweets on a topic of interest, we randomly selected users and collected their tweets
over a period of time using the Twitter Streaming API [156]. For Obamacare, tweets were
crawled over a period of 8 months from July 2013 to February 2014. We have 757,960 users
and 4,203,900 tweets in our dataset. For the topic of Immigration, tweets were crawled over
the months of July, August and September, 2013, yielding a total of 15,001 users and 44,626
tweets. We consider each month to be 1 timestep for the sake of our experiments. On the topic
of Obamacare, we selected 936 users that have tweets every month on which to test our model,
and for the topic of Immigration, we picked 111 users.
For data pre-processing, we used the steps described in Chapter 3.3.2.
4.5 Implementation Details
In this section we describe the features we chose to use in the model, and also explain the
steps taken to implement the model.
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4.5.1 Feature Engineering
As in our previous work (Chapter 3) [43], we used hashtags and n-grams as features for
our model. At every timestep, we ordered the features according to the number of users that
use them. We use the 1000 most popularly used hashtags, 2000 most popularly used unigrams
and 2000 most popularly used bigrams from each timestep for our experiments. The choice of
the number of features was governed by the usage of the features. For instance, after the first
1000 hashtags, the usage of the hashtags drops significantly, thus motivating us to use the most
popular 1000 tags as our features. Similar reasons led to the use of the top 2000 unigrams and
bigrams. Thus we had 5000 features at every timestep.
For every user i at time t in (4.3), xi contains the number of times user i uses each of
the 5000 features at that timestep. Owing to the evolving nature of the conversation, this set
of features changes over time. However, using our model described in Section 4.3.2, we can
automatically learn a new  at every timestep for a new set of features by minimizing (4.3).
Tables 4.1 and 4.2 show a few examples of features found on several timesteps.
4.5.2 Implementation
In our experiments, we considered each month to be a timestep, and studied the same set
of n users across all timesteps. The following provides a detailed description of the steps taken
at every timestep.
 At timestep 1:
– We begin by labeling a subset of the users such that those with a positive opinion
on the given topic are assigned a label +1 and those with a negative opinion are
assigned a label -1. Let d be the number of users that are labeled at timestep 1. The
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Table 4.1: Examples of hashtags and n-grams over time on Obamacare
Feature
type Timestep 1 Timestep 5 Timestep 8
Hashtags
#obamacare, #koch,
#getcovered, #cvs,
#gop
#obamacare,
#fullrepeal,
#dontfundit, #aca,
#trainwreck
#obamacare, #irs,
#koch, #debtceiling,
#gop
Unigrams
obamacare, gop,
health, republicans,
healthcare
obamacare, website,
insurance, fix, coverage
obamacare, enrollment,
work, hhs, job
Bigrams
obamacare will, the
gop, benefits to,
howard dean, fund
obamacare
obamacare enrollment,
signed up, fix
obamacare, website
failed, obamacare
promises
3.3 million, signed up,
million jobs, the koch,
the irs
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Table 4.2: Examples of hashtags and n-grams over time on Immigration
Feature type Timestep 1 Timestep 3
Hashtags
#immigration,
#takeittothehouse,
#weallshallovercome,
#moveforward,
#immigrationenforcement
#immigration,
#immigrationnews, #protests,
#deport
Unigrams immigrants, taxes, system,reform, drafted
gop, population, reforms,
senator
Bigrams
million people, to diversity,
immigration reform, require
immigration
gop is, for immigration, need
jobs, domestic issue,
immigration reform
data matrix is built using the 5000 textual features (as described in Section 4.5.1),
thereby leading to a d  5000 matrix, X(1). We use this data to train the model
(4.3) to learn (1). For Obamacare, d = 201 (89 positive, 112 negative), and for the
Immigration dataset, d = 30(24 positive, 6 negative).
– We then assign opinion labels to the larger unlabeled set of n   d users using the
learned (1). This step is performed to get the opinion labels for all n users at this
timestep. We now proceed with the entire set of n users for the subsequent steps.
 For each subsequent timestep, t+ 1:
– We minimize the regularized logistic loss function (4.3) between the opinions of
users at t and t+ 1 to learn (t+1).
– We then use the learned (t+1) to predict opinions at time t+ 1. This forms y(t+1)i .
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of the static and temporal opinion detection methods on Obamacare.
The methods are compared on two timesteps of interest across all classifier metrics.
4.6 Experimental Results
In this section, we outline in detail the experiments we conducted on the dataset, and the
metrics we used to evaluate it. Further, we report the insights that the method provided with
respect to the sub-topics that were being discussed at every timestep.
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Figure 4.2: Mentions of Obamacare website crash over time
4.6.1 Temporal opinion detection results
To evaluate the model on our primary topic of interest, Obamacare, we labeled the opinions
of a random group of users on some of the key timesteps to test whether our model captures
their opinions correctly. We were particularly interested in determining whether the model
detects the opinions correctly after the occurrence of a significant event with respect to Oba-
macare. One such event occurred on October 27, 2013, when the main website for the Af-
fordable Care Act, Healthcare.gov crashed. This created a great deal of chatter on Twitter (see
Figure 4.2 for a plot of the number of users that mentioned the website crash over time. As is
evident, the number of users goes up significantly towards the end of October which was when
the website crash occurred, and continues to be a focus of conversation during November as
well.) To determine whether our model captures the opinions being echoed right after this
occurrence, we focus on Timestep 5 which contains tweets from the beginning of November
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of the static and temporal opinion detection methods on Immigra-
tion. The static method is no better than random guessing after 2 timesteps, but the temporal
method shows high predictive power.
2013, and throughout the rest of the month. We select 88 users at random from that timestep,
for testing our model.
The other timestep that we picked for these tests was Timestep 8, which was the month
of February 2014. In that month, the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) an-
nounced the signing up of 3.3 million people for Obamacare, which was a significant event in
the Obamacare timeline. Another event that generated a large volume of tweets at that time
was that some firms were firing employees to avoid Obamacare costs, but were certifying to
the IRS that the firings were not on the grounds of Obamacare, to avoid penalty of perjury. We
labeled 43 randomly selected users from this timestep.
To validate the usefulness and the need for our method, we first present the results obtained
by simply using the Static Opinion Detection Model described in Chapter 3.4.3, for temporal
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opinion detection. Thus, in this case, we would not learn a new (t) at every timestep t, but
would use the  learned from the training samples at timestep 1 to predict opinions for later
timesteps. We report the results obtained by using both the static and the proposed temporal
models in Figure 4.1. As can be observed, the accuracies achieved using the static method on
timesteps 5 and 8 are 55.68% and 37.2% respectively, while our new temporal method yields
accuracies of 90.9% and 89.0% respectively for the two timesteps. Moreover, the temporal
method outperforms the static method across all popularly-used classifier metrics [151] such
as AUC, F1-score, etc.
To demonstrate the generality of our method, we also conducted experiments on the topic
of U.S. Immigration Reform bill. Since we only have 3 months’ data on the topic, we evaluated
the classifier metrics on the last month. The results are reported in Figure 4.3. The temporal
method yields better performance than the static method in this case as well. As is evident, the
static method yields about 50% accuracy, which can simply be obtained by random guessing.
However, using the temporal method yields a significantly higher accuracy of 85%. The tem-
poral method also performs much better in comparison to the static method across all classifier
metrics as well.
4.6.2 Significant feature detection and emergence of temporal sub-topics
Out of the 5000 features used at every timestep, some of the textual features are more
informative in detecting opinions than others. To determine this set of informative features
over time, we evaluated the statistical significance of each feature of the Obamacare dataset
for predicting user opinion. We followed the technique described in Section 5, Algorithm 3 of
[157] for significance testing, which we describe here for the sake of completeness.
For the timestep of interest, we ran our l2 regularized temporal model on the data, and
stored the weights that each of the features are assigned by the model. Then we randomized
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the labels on the samples and ran our model on the randomized data. Let ^ be the coefficient
obtained from this set. For each randomized run m, let ~ be the random coefficient vector
obtained from the fixed feature vector x and the randomized response ~y. For  randomized
runs, we obtained  coefficient vectors ~. For each dimension, the coefficient value in each
~ represents a random statistical relationship between the feature and the response. Then the
p-value of the lth dimension is computed as
Count(j~lj > j^lj)
 + 1
(4.5)
where “Count” represents the number of times the absolute value of the random coefficient
for the lth dimension exceeded the absolute value of the same coefficient obtained from the
training set. This is a commonly used permutation test for statistical hypothesis testing [158].
Features that had a p-value less than 0.05 were selected as the most significant features with a
confidence of at least 95%.
Using the significant features obtained at each timestep, we examined the dataset for tweets
carrying these features. This led to the discovery of the various sub-topics of conversation
(related to the main topic of Obamacare), that users participated in over time. Most of the
sub-topics can be tied to real-world events that aligned with the timestep under consideration.
This further reflects the evolving nature of the topics of conversation.
Tables 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 illustrate the sub-topics of interest that were detected over the various
timesteps. For example, in July 2013, the IRS emerged as an important sub-topic of discussion.
Similarly, Obama’s apology and a count of how many people were enrolling in Obamacare
were popular sub-topics in November 2013. In February 2014, the 3.3 million enrolment mark
and Megyn Kelly (a Fox News anchor who covered a great deal of negative news related to
Obamacare) were sub-topics that emerged as being popular. Thus our method is successfully
able to detect evolving sub-topics of conversation among users over time.
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Table 4.3: Significant features (95% statistical significance) on Obamacare at in July 2013.
Significant features capture the temporally evolving sub-topics.
Time
step
Significant
Features Temporal sub-topics inferred from tweets
Jul
2013
braveheart,
gifs
The Washington Examiner publishes funny series of gifs from
movie Braveheart depicting Republicans’ failed attempts at
defunding Obamacare.
employees
News sources report that Obamacare call center employees were
not being offered healthcare benefits.
kyle
News report by reporter Kyle Cheney on Politico.com stating
that CVS was going to publicize Obamacare.
irs IRS employees unwilling to sign up for Obamacare, although
IRS was heavily involved in enforcing Obamacare.
howard
Howard Dean, former Democratic National Committee
Chairman, comments that Independent Payment Advisory Board
will be unable to keep costs down.
premiums Obamacare premiums are lowered even further in eleven states.
empire
Cited article discussing civil lawsuits, environmental damage
caused by the output from industries, etc. of the Koch brothers’
empire and related controversies.
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Table 4.4: Significant features (95% statistical significance) on Obamacare in November 2013.
Time
step
Significant
Features Temporal sub-topics inferred from tweets
Nov
2013
warning Republicans “warning” people of Obamacare, and that the
website crash is a “warning” in itself.
case
Blog by Peter Suderman (“Time To Start Considering
Obamacares Worst-Case Scenarios”) discussing failure of online
enrollment system negatively affecting Obamacare.
apology
 Obama apologizing to people whose insurance plans were
being canceled, even though he said that people could keep
their existing coverage if they liked.
 Ed Schultz demands that Republicans, rather than the Pres-
ident, should apologize “for not having any plan”.
scorecard
Obamacare scorecard: how many actually enrolled, and how a
larger number of people lost their insurance.
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Table 4.5: Significant features (95% statistical significance) on Obamacare in February 2014.
Time
step
Significant
Features Temporal sub-topics inferred from tweets
Feb
2014
@megynkelly
Megyn Kelly, a Fox news anchor who covered (negative) news
related to Obamacare.
wednesday
Dept. of Health and Human Services announces on a Wednesday
(Feb 12, 2014) that 3.3 million people signed up for Obamacare,
but it includes hundreds of thousands of individuals defaulting
their first premium payment.
firings
Firms required to certify to the IRS that Obamacare was not a
factor in their firing their employees (although it was).
tgdn
New hashtag (Twitter Gulag Defense Network) started in
January 2013 to counter Twitter Gulag, a way to trick Twitter
systems into thinking that live profiles are actually spambot
profiles. Apparently, many conservative profiles were being shut
down by leftists employing this policy.
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4.7 Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a novel temporal opinion detection method that could success-
fully detect the opinions of Twitter users engaging in an evolving conversation. Our primary
topic of interest was Obamacare, for which the focus of conversation shifted from one sub-
topic to another due to the various events associated with the event that occurred over time.
We also selected the topic of U.S. Immigration Reform to demonstrate the generality of our
method. Our proposed temporal machine-learning method performs well across all classifier
metrics of importance. Additionally, it leads to automatic detection of informative features that
point to important, and changing sub-topics.
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Chapter 5
Mining Aspects and Opinions on Large
Scale Review Data using Distributed
Representation of Words
5.1 Introduction
With the accessibility and widespread use of the Internet in general, and the rise of social
media in particular, user-generated textual content has become pervasive and user opinions are
now available freely in the form of reviews on various websites, blogs and comments on social
media. Online marketplaces such as Amazon, BestBuy etc. act as a rich source of consumer
reviews on the products they sell. Similarly, Yelp and TripAdvisor host millions of reviews
on restaurants, businesses, sights, hotels, etc. Consumer feedback is crucial for companies to
understand how their products and services are perceived, how they fare in comparison with
their competition and to help them improve their products and services when the next version
is rolled out. Moreover, from the point of view of the consumer, comments and reviews are
highly important since learning the opinions of others helps them in their purchase decisions.
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Although we have access to large scale user-generated data today, much of the user-generated
feedback is in the form of very noisy text from which it is difficult to extract information. Some
of the key challenges of working with online text data are: the ambiguity inherent in natural
language [133], extreme sparsity [134, 135] and the abundance of noise [42, 41]. Noise may
include grammatical errors, misuse of punctuations, spelling errors etc. Individual NLP tasks
such as spelling correction, stemming, lemmatization, POS tagging, etc. are often needed to
capture signals from such noisy data, which unfortunately do not scale very well. In addition,
specific domain understanding is often required to improve the performance of specific NLP
algorithms [159, 160, 161].
To address these challenges, in this work we present a machine learning approach that
utilizes Word2Vec [162, 163], a scalable neural network model that produces a vector space
representation of words in order to provide accurate sentiment prediction and a human inter-
pretable summary of user-generated online product reviews. The use of this method enables
us to extract meaning out of noisy data without having to employ many of the NLP tasks
mentioned above.
The motivation of our methodology comes from the following observation about user re-
views. When users review a service or a product, not only do they express their overall opinion
on the subject, but they also demonstrate their likes and dislikes over various attributes and
functionalities of the service or product in question. For example, when assessing a restaurant,
one might like or dislike the food quality, the ambience, the portion sizes and so on. The Na-
tional Restaurant Association lists various factors that users consider when choosing a place
to eat [164]. Thus, in order to effectively understand why a restaurant is worth eating at or
not, it is important to understand these key drivers of sentiment. This leads us into the task
of aspect-based sentiment analysis, one of the key frameworks of sentiment analysis today
[46, 71, 47, 165]. In the present work, we aim at uncovering the key drivers of sentiment from
reviews in an automated fashion, using distributed representations of words, i.e. Word2Vec
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[162, 163]. We used a publicly available Yelp review dataset [30] for conducting our exper-
iments. We specifically focused on restaurant reviews extracted from this dataset, although
the method we propose could easily be extended to reviews on any topic, such as products,
vacations, destinations, etc.
Reviews usually contain a numeric rating assigned by the consumer. This rating can be
thought of as a mix of positive and negative sentiments that the user feels towards various
aspects, details of which may occur in the review text. We used the ratings as labels to train
a classifier in order to determine the sentiments associated with the key drivers. Our method
performed well across all classifier metrics. Further, using the learned classifier coefficients,
we were able to analyze reviews and understand aspects of the topic, i.e. restaurants, that
contribute to user satisfaction or dissatisfaction.
Contributions of our work: The main contributions of our work are:
 We developed a method to identify the key aspects of restaurants that are reviewed online
and capture the sentiment associated with them. Our method helps in obtaining structure
and information from user-generated review data which is mostly comprised of noisy,
unstructured text.
 Our method provides excellent coverage of the dataset by aggregating contextually sim-
ilar words, thereby reducing feature space and data sparsity.
 Further, we present in-depth aspect-level analysis of the reviews along with comparative
analyses on different kinds of restaurants.
 Although our experiments are conducted on restaurant reviews, the method is generalis-
able and can be applied to reviews on any service or product, as we exhibit in Appendix
A.
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5.2 Related Work
Research in the area of aspect-based sentiment analysis can be broken down into topic
modeling based approaches and machine learning based approaches. The topic modeling based
methods can be further categorized into two subsets - those that separate the task of discovering
aspect and sentiment words [46, 47] and those that do not [71, 72]. [71] proposes a flat topic
model based on LDA [79], in which a flat mixture of topics is associated with each polarity and
all the words with this polarity are generated from this mixture. [47] uses a hybrid model based
on Maximum-Entropy and LDA to separately uncover aspect and sentiment words. However,
as stated in [166], fully unsupervised models often result in topics that are not always compre-
hensible by humans, owing to the fact that the objective function used in these topic models
does not often correlate well with human judgement.
Outside of the topic modeling framework, Parts-of-Speech (POS) tagging is a widely used
method for this problem. The methods proposed in [48], [49] and [73] apply POS tagging to
identify nouns and noun phrases, based on the observation that aspects or features are generally
nouns [167]. In particular, [48] uses association rules to identify frequent noun phrases, each
of which is a possible aspect. In [49], aspects are extracted by computing pair-wise mutual
information between noun phrases and a set of meronymy discriminators associated with the
product category. Similarly, [73] uses POS tagging along with a language model approach
which assumes that product features are mentioned more often in a product review than in
generic English.
The above methods are different from ours since none of them use distributed representa-
tion of words, and hence do not capture the contextual similarity between words. However,
since POS tagging is a popular method, we used it as a baseline to compare with. We elaborate
on the baseline later.
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Table 5.1: Examples of Reviews from the dataset. The words in bold indicate noise in the
text. Noise includes mis-spellings, case insensitivity, misplaced punctuation marks etc.
Review Rating
My favorite breakfast place. Have good sandwiches also. Stopped
again for Bfast and had the mixed grill–get the small portion unless
you are a realMAN! Mixed grill has sausage, (could it be Ricci’s?),
eggs, onions, and home fries, soooo goooooooood! Use Mancini’s
bread for toast, got the raisin toast - Yum.
5.0
I was first introduced to this place by a friend which ended up being a
location we’d frequent when we couldn’t decide on where to go, or
what to eat. This would be the place we’d hit up for breakfast and on
Sundays they have a special brunch menu which offers different items
and a buffet style course.
3.0
5.3 Dataset and Challenges
The dataset we used is a subset of the dataset provided by the Yelp Dataset Challenge [30].
The dataset contains reviews and ratings of businesses as provided by Yelp users, along with
meta data consisting of the name and location of the business, the type of the business, etc. To
obtain a dataset on a single topic, we extracted reviews pertaining to restaurants and thereafter,
take a subset of that data. Each review consisted of the text of the review, along with the rating
that the user provided for that restaurant, which ranges from 1.0 to 5.0. Table 5.1 shows some
review examples from our dataset.
For the task of sentiment analysis, we used the numeric ratings as a way to label reviews
as positive or negative. On exploring the data, we find that the reviews with ratings 1.0 and
2.0 are mostly negative towards the restaurant under review and those with ratings 4.0 and 5.0
carry positive sentiment. We labeled reviews with ratings 1.0 and 2.0 as negative, and those
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with ratings 4.0 and 5.0 as positive. We find that reviews with ratings 3.0 are often ambiguous
and hence we omit them as samples. Our dataset consisted of 611,696 reviews in all.
Further, we divided the entire dataset using stratified sampling into training (75%) and test
(25%) data. This ensures that the rating distribution is retained in both sets. We used the
training data for model training purposes, as will be subsequently discussed. The test data is
used to evaluate our methodology.
The challenges we encountered for this problem have been discussed earlier in Section 1.4.
5.4 Outline of Methodology
We developed a methodology for automated extraction of key drivers of sentiment from
review text, and leveraged these drivers in constructing features. These features were subse-
quently used in a machine learning model for identifying sentiment. In this section, we define
and discuss a few key concepts, and present an outline of our proposed methodology.
5.4.1 Key Drivers of Sentiment
We aim to identify the aspects that users base their reviews on, as well as the sentiment
associated with the aspects. Thus, we proposed the identification of the following two groups
of words from the reviews:
 Aspects: Aspects are the features or attributes of the restaurant under review, such as
food, service, ambience, price, etc. They form the key elements of the reviews about
which users express their likes or dislikes.
 Descriptors: Descriptors are words that occur in the neighborhood of Aspects, and ei-
ther describe the Aspect, or contain underlying sentiment associated with the Aspect.
Examples include tasty, good, disgusting, expensive, etc.
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The following is a review excerpt from our dataset with the Aspects in bold and the De-
scriptors in italics:
“Let there be no question: Alexions owns the best cheeseburger in the region and they
have now for decades. The service is flawlessly friendly, the food is amazing, and the wings?
Oh the wings... but it’s still about the cheeseburger. The atmosphere is inviting.... ”
As is evident, the review consists of several key aspects of the restaurant that the user
comments on, such as food, service, and atmosphere. The Descriptor words that accompany
these Aspect words carry the sentiment of the user with respect to the corresponding Aspect,
e.g., the word inviting expresses that the atmosphere of the restaurant was perceived positively
by the user.
5.4.2 Some Background on Word2Vec
Before discussing the next steps we take for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis, we provide
a brief introduction to Word2Vec, which is a tool we use for the purpose of our work.
Word2Vec is a deep-learning inspired method that generates distributed representations of
words based on the contexts in which they occur. The idea behind this concept lies in the
Distributional Hypothesis in Linguistics. This hypothesis is derived from the semantic theory
of language use, i.e. words that occur in the same contexts are likely to carry similar meanings
[168]. The idea that “a word is characterized by the company it keeps” was popularized by
Firth[169]. Traditionally, vector space representations for words were generated by exploring
the distribution of the contexts they occurred in. More recently, neural networks are being used
for this purpose, as will be subsequently discussed.
Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW) Model and Skip-gram Model: The seminal paper on
Word2Vec was written by Mikolov et. al [162]. They proposed the Continuous-Bag-of-Words
Model (Figure 5.1) and the Skip-GramModel (Figure 5.2) for producing vector representations
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Figure 1: New model architectures. The CBOW architecture predicts the current word based on the
context, and the Skip-gram predicts surrounding words given the current word.
R words from the future of the current word as correct labels. This will require us to do R ⇥ 2
word classifications, with the current word as input, and each of the R + R words as output. In the
following experiments, we use C = 10.
4 Results
To compare the quality of different versions of word vectors, previous papers typically use a table
showing example words and their most similar words, and understand them intuitively. Although
it is easy to show that word France is similar to Italy and perhaps some other countries, it is much
more challenging when subjecting those vectors in a more complex similarity task, as follows. We
follow previous observation that there can be many different types of similarities between words, for
example, word big is similar to bigger in the same sense that small is similar to smaller. Example
of another type of relationship can be word pairs big - biggest and small - smallest [20]. We further
denote two pairs of words with the same relationship as a question, as we can ask: ”What is the
word that is similar to small in the same sense as biggest is similar to big?”
Somewhat surprisingly, these questions can be answered by performing simple algebraic operations
with the vector representation of words. To find a word that is similar to small in the same sense as
biggest is similar to big, we can simply compute vectorX = vector(”biggest”) vector(”big”)+
vector(”small”). Then, we search in the vector space for the word closest toX measured by cosine
distance, and use it as the answer to the question (we discard the input question words during this
search). When the word vectors are well trained, it is possible to find the correct answer (word
smallest) using this method.
Finally, we found that when we train high dimensional word vectors on a large amount of data, the
resulting vectors can be used to answer very subtle semantic relationships between words, such as
a city and the country it belongs to, e.g. France is to Paris as Germany is to Berlin. Word vectors
with such semantic relationships could be used to improve many existing NLP applications, such
as machine translation, information retrieval and question answering systems, and may enable other
future applications yet to be invented.
5
Figure 5.1: Continuous-Bag-of-Words Model Architecture
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context, and the Skip-gram predicts surrounding words given the current word.
R words from the future of the current word as correct labels. This will require us to do R ⇥ 2
word classifications, with the current word as input, and each of the R + R words as output. In the
following experiments, we use C = 10.
4 Results
To compare the quality of different versions of word vectors, previous papers typically use a table
showing example words and their most similar words, and understand them intuitively. Although
it is easy to show that word France is similar to Italy and perhaps some other countries, it is much
more challenging when subjecting those vectors in a more complex similarity task, as follows. We
follow previous observation that there can be many different types of similarities between words, for
example, word big is similar to bigger in the same sense that small is similar to smaller. Example
of another type of relationship can be word pairs big - biggest and small - smallest [20]. We further
denote two pairs of words with the same relationship as a question, as we can ask: ”What is the
word that is similar to small in the same sense as biggest is similar to big?”
Somewhat surprisingly, these questions can be answered by performing simple algebraic operations
with the vector representation of words. To find a word that is similar to small in the same sense as
biggest is similar to big, we can simply compute vectorX = vector(”biggest”) vector(”big”)+
vector(”small”). Then, we search in the vector space for the word closest toX measured by cosine
distance, and use it as the answer to the question (we discard the input question words during this
search). When the word vectors are well trained, it is possible to find the correct answer (word
smallest) using this method.
Finally, we found that when we train high dimensional word vectors on a large amount of data, the
resulting vectors can be used to answer very subtle semantic relationships between words, such as
a city and the country it belongs to, e.g. France is to Paris as Germany is to Berlin. Word vectors
with such semantic relationships could be used to improve many existing NLP applications, such
as machine translation, information retrieval and question answering systems, and may enable other
future applications yet to be invented.
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Figure 5.2: Skip Gram Model Architecture
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Figure 5.3: Workings of the neural network model for Skip-Gram for only one word in the context
of words in a corpus. The Skip-Gram model (Fig 5.2) learns the word representations by pre-
dicting the context of a word, given a word. The context of a word refers to the neighborhood
of the given word, i.e. the words that occur before and after the target word. For instance, in
Fig 5.2, given the word w(t), the model tries to predict the two words that occur before it and
the two words that occur after it. The number of words to be considered is determined by a
parameter of the model called window size. In Fig 5.2, window size is 2.
Given a sequence of training words w1; w2; :::::; wT , the objective of the Skip-Gram model
is to maximize the following objective function:
1
T
TX
t=1
X
 cjc; 6=0
log p(wt+jjwt) (5.1)
where c refers to the window size.
The details of the Skip-Grammodel can be explained using Figure 5.3, which represents the
neural network model assuming that there is only one context word, given a target word. Thus,
only one context word is predicted, given the target word. (The same model can be extended
for multiple words in the context.) V is the size of the vocabulary and the input x1; x2; :::::; xV
represents the one-hot encoding of the target word which means that for a given target word,
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only one of the nodes of x1; x2; :::::; xV will be 1, and the rest will be 0. There areN neurons in
the hidden neural network layer that are represented by h1; h2; ::::; hN . The following softmax
function represents the relationship between the input and the neural network layer:
hi =
exp(xTW1:i)PN
j=1 exp(x
TW1:j)
(5.2)
y1; y2; :::::; yV denotes the one-hot encoding vector of the context word. The probability p(yk =
1jx) is given by:
p(yk = 1jx) = exp(h
TW2:k)PV
k=1 exp(h
TW2:k)
(5.3)
The model is trained on all words of the vocabulary. After training the model, (h1; h2; ::::; hN)
is the vector representation of the target word.
The CBOWmodel [162] is similar to the Skip-Gram model [162] but tries to maximize the
probability of the target word given the neighboring words, as shown in Figure 5.1. We used
the Skip-Gram model for our experiments.
5.4.3 Towards Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
Our next steps towards obtaining informative features for Aspect-Based Sentiment Analy-
sis are as follows.
1. Building Subgroups Using Contextually Similar Words: In user-generated text, a
given concept may often be expressed by different word choices by different users, some
of which may even be misspellings. We leveraged the Word2Vec model to map all con-
textually similar words to the same word. Table 5.2 illustrates a few such examples. We
then defined sub-groups of Aspects and Descriptors, such that words that are contextu-
ally similar are placed within the same sub-group. Table 5.3 illustrates some examples
of these sub-groups.
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Table 5.2: Instances of Aspect and Descriptor Seed Words, their meanings and some of their
contextually closest words, computed using cosine similarity. Misspellings and informal lan-
guage are in bold.
Type of
Word
Seed
Word Meaning
Contextually Closest
Words
Aspect
food Comments on the food and drinks that
were served
foods, meals, meal,
pizza, cuisine, sushi,
burgers, wine, drink
ambience Comments on the general environ-
ment and vibe of the place.
ambiance, atmosphere,
environment, vibe,
decore, setting, layout,
interior
service
Comments on the behavior of the
waiter/waitress/bartender/manager
and the service received.
sevice,services, rela-
tions, svc, waitstaff
Descriptor
delicious Expressions of the taste of the food
served.
delish, delicous,
delectable, delcious,
tastey, tasty
dirty Descriptions of the general cleanli-
ness of the place, the food served, etc.
filthy, unclean, smelly,
sticky, stained
professional
Descriptions of the service received
from the waiters or the management.
polite, personable, at-
tentive, courteous, hos-
pitable, efficient, re-
spectful
2. Construction of Meta-features: To determine the sentiment associated with each As-
pect of a restaurant, we proposed the construction of meta-features. We defined these
as unordered 2-tuples of the form (ai; dj) where ai represents a word from Aspect sub-
group i and dj represents a word from Descriptor sub-group j, such that the words from
dj occur within a neighborhoodm of the aspect word ai. For example, in the sentence “I
didn’t enjoy eating here - the ambience sucks”, considering m = 1, (ambience; sucks)
represents a meta-feature that captures the negative sentiment associated with the un-
pleasant ambience of the restaurant. The goal behind constructing meta-features is two-
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Table 5.3: A few Aspect and Descriptor sub-groups obtained using contextually similar
words. These sub-groups were used to build Meta-Features.
Word
Type Seed Word Instances of Words in the Subgroup
Aspect
ambience
environment, artwork, decour, atmosphere, at-
mophere, scenery, openness, decoration, at-
mostphere, decors, decore, vibe, decorations,
furnishings
portion quantities, portions, quantity, quanity, helping,
value, portion, amount, sizing, serving, size
food foods, meals, menu, selection, pizza, burgers
Descriptor
expensive pricy, priciest, overpriced, inflated, astronomi-
cal, exorbitant, unjustified, outrageous, steep
clean
sanitary, tidy, spotless, orderly, immaculately,
spotlessly , cleaning, cleaned, cleans, neat,
squeaky, hygienic
delicious
tasty, flavorful, delish, delcious, yummers,
homemade, onolicious, mouthwatering, addic-
tive,
fold: (1) they help us in capturing the sentiment associated with the Aspects of the re-
viewed restaurant, and (2) they transform reviews from a large corpus of millions of
words to a small set of rich meta features that makes information extraction and analysis
easier.
5.4.4 Verification of Proposed Method: Binary Classification
To complete the task of aspect-based sentiment analysis, we must estimate the sentiment-
carrying capacity of the meta-features that we determine. In order to do so, we formulated a
binary classification problem using logistic regression with l2 regularization (to prevent over-
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fitting [136]). Each review acted as a data sample, with the class label given by the rating as
mentioned in Section 5.3.
In the logistic regression model, xi is a data vector of size k  1 for data sample i, where
xij denotes the frequency of the jth meta-feature in the ith data sample. k is the number of
meta-features. yi is the label of the ith data sample in f 1; 1g, which is obtained using the
numeric ratings as elaborated in Section 5.3.
For the ith sample, the probability that it belongs to the positive class is given by:
P (yi = 1jxi; ) = 1
1 + exp ( Txi) ; (5.4)
where  is a k  1 coefficient vector. In order to prevent over-fitting [136], we minimize an
l2-regularized logistic loss function to learn :
L() =   log
 
nY
i=1
P (yijxi; )
!
+ kk22
=
nX
i=1
log
 
1 + exp
  yi(Txi)+ kk22; (5.5)
where n is the number of samples and  is the regularization parameter. Thus, given a set of
meta-features x and a set of known outputs y in the training data, the logistic regression model
learns the parameter  that determines the relationship between x and y. Once the model has
been learned, it can then be used to predict the labels of the test data, given their meta-features
x.
5.5 Implementation Details
In this section, we discuss in detail the implementation of each step of our proposed
methodology. As mentioned in Section 5.3, only the training data was used for all the steps of
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Figure 5.4: Snapshot of a restaurant review page on Yelp.com [5]
the pipeline up to the Classification step (Sections 5.5.1-5.5.3). The test data was used in Sec-
tion 5.5.4. We used the numerical ratings only for the classification step, and used the textual
data for the initial steps.
5.5.1 Training Word2Vec on Review Data
We used the Python package gensim [170] for training Word2Vec, which implements the
Skip-Gram model [162]. The input to the model is an ordered sequence of words. The only
data pre-processing we performed is to convert the review text into lowercase, to deal with
case-insensitivity. Each sentence of a review was tokenized into a sequence of words using
Python’s NLTK package [171] and fed into the model. There are 3 primary parameters for the
model training, namely the word vector dimensions N , the window size w and the minimum
frequency count f . N dictates the size of the word embeddings, w determines the size of the
neighborhood given a target word, and f represents the minimum number of times a word has
to appear in the vocabulary to be a part of model training. We useN = 150, w = 5 and f = 20
in our experiments. After training the model, we now have numerical embeddings of size N
for each word in the vocabulary that occurs at least f times.
5.5.2 Extracting Key Drivers of Sentiment
To extract Aspects and Descriptors from the reviews, we used the following method:
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1. Determining Aspects and Descriptors
Aspects: We first picked a few seed Aspect words by consulting the Yelp website [5].
Yelp pages containing the reviews of restaurants usually contain a series of features on
the right side under “More business info” (Figure 5.4). These contain information on
whether the restaurant delivers food, accepts credit cards, has parking, is good for kids,
etc. By picking keywords from these features, we obtained 22 seed words for Aspects,
namely attire, ambience, food, reservations, delivery, payment, cost, portions, taste, ser-
vice, parking, preparation, celebration, lunch, kids, family, tv, location, clientele, wifi,
website, cleanliness. A few of these Aspect seed words are explained in Table 5.2. The
words were chosen such that they span the aspects on which restaurants would be re-
viewed by users.
Descriptors: We explored the neighborhood of Aspect seed words in the training data
to obtain Descriptor seed words. For each Aspect seed word in the training data, we
extracted the co-occurring words (excluding stopwords) from a 5-window neighborhood
of the seed word. We then obtained the overall frequency of occurrence of these neigh-
boring words. The 100 most frequently occurring words are manually examined and 21
of them were labeled as Descriptor seed words.
2. Obtaining Sub-groups of Words: For each of the Aspect and Descriptor seed words,
we determined their contextually closest words by using cosine similarity on their word
embeddings. We used a threshold of 0.5 and select words whose cosine similarity is
larger than the threshold. We found the quality of the closest words to drop below that
threshold, for most words. Table 5.2 contains a few instances of the closest words ob-
tained usingWord2Vec. Further, to ensure that each sub-group captured a unique concept
and is different from other sub-groups, we unified any pair of sub-groups if the majority
of words in either of them are the same. This resulted in merging a couple of Descriptor
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sub-groups. Thus, we obtained 22 Aspect sub-groups and 20 Descriptor sub-groups.
5.5.3 Meta-Feature Construction
To extract meta-features from a data sample, we located Aspect words (collected in Section
5.5.2) in all sentences of the sample. For every Aspect word, we located Descriptor words
within a neighborhood of 5 words within that sentence. We disregarded stopwords during this
process.
For example, in the following data sample:
“I’m giving 4 stars mostly because of the beer....large selection & decent prices. The food is
pretty good, but nothing to rave about. The menu has a good variety, and everything I’ve tried
has been good. Portions are large.”,
(portions, large) would be one such unordered 2-tuple since portions is an Aspect and large is
a Descriptor. Suppose portions belongs to Aspect sub-group 1 and large belongs to Descriptor
sub-group 5. Then this meta-feature would be indexed (1; 5). If, from a different sentence,
we obtain the tuple (serving, big), this meta-feature would also be indexed by (1; 5), since
serving and portions belong to the same Aspect sub-group, and big and large belong to the
same Descriptor sub-group. We have 438 meta-features in all.
5.5.4 Binary Classification
Using the meta-features that we construct, we now look for the frequency of occurrence of
these meta-features across the training and test datasets, to build our data matrices. There are
438 meta-features, 509,902 training samples and 101,794 testing samples. The label distribu-
tion across both matrices is 62.82% positive and 37.18% negative.
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5.6 Results
In this section, we outline the POS tagging based method we compare with, and present
the experimental results obtained using our proposed method. Further, we perform comparative
analysis on restaurants, and present those results as well.
5.6.1 POS Tagging as a Comparative Baseline
Parts-of-Speech (POS) tagging being a very popular method employed for Aspect-Based
Sentiment Analysis [48, 49, 73], we decided to compare our proposed method with a similar
pipeline generated using POS tagging. To ensure a fair comparison, we simply replaced the
use of Word2Vec in our proposed scheme with that of POS tagging and kept the rest of the
pipeline the same. Thus, we still constructed meta-features for the comparison, except that we
used POS tagging to obtain them. This would enable us to effectively evaluate the necessity of
Word2Vec.
Similar to the Word2Vec training approach we adopt, we converted the reviews to lower-
case, and tagged our training data using a very popular POS tagger, the Stanford POS Tagger
[172]. Since Aspects, by definition, are most likely to be nouns, we pulled out the “NN”
(nouns) and “NNP” (noun phrases) tagged words from the data. This is similar to the approach
taken in [48] for aspect extraction. Further, since Descriptors are most likely to be adjectives,
we then looked for the presence of “JJ” (adjective) tags within a 5-window neighborhood of
nouns. Stopwords are ignored in this process, in the same vein as our proposed method. Each
(noun, adjective) pair constitutes a meta-feature, and we collected those that occurred at least
20 times. There are 13,487 meta-features in all. To compare the methods, we then trained the
same classifier (5.5) using these meta-features.
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Table 5.4: Classifier Metrics using l2-regularized Logistic Regression
Method
Overall
Accuracy
(%)
Precision Recall Specificity AUC
Proposed
Method 79.43 0.838 0.839 0.716 0.777
POS Tagging
Based Method
67.93 0.792 0.732 0.528 0.63
5.6.2 Method Validation and Comparison
To quantitatively validate our proposed method, we report the usual classification metrics
[151] in Table 5.4. The metrics reported are accuracy, precision, recall, specificity and AUC.
The best results are obtained with the regularization coefficient 0:0001. In order to compare
with the POS Tagging based method, we report the same metrics for that method as well. As
can be observed, our method performed better than the POS-based method, for all classification
metrics. For instance, the overall accuracy obtained using our method was 79.43%, whereas
that obtained by the POS tagging based method was 67.93%. The main shortcoming of the
latter seemed to be in capturing negative sentiment, since the specificity achieved was 0.528.
Using the sign and magnitude of each component of the feature weight vector  (6.2)
learned by the classifier, we obtained an explicit sentiment weight for each meta-feature. In
Table 5.5, we demonstrate a few meta-features that have the highest positive and negative
weights, and were deemed the most discriminative by the classifier. As expected, (food, de-
licious), (service, speedy), (price, reasonable) are all instances of meta features that express
positive sentiment, while (cleanliness, dirty), (food, disgusting), (taste, bland) convey negative
sentiment. Thus, we find positive feature weights to correlate with positive sentiment while
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Table 5.5: Instances of the most positive and negative meta features uncovered from the
feature weights during classifier training, using our proposed method as well as using Part-
s-of-Speech tags. The sign and magnitude of the feature weight vector was utilised in obtain-
ing them.
Method Sentiment Meta Features
Proposed
Method
Positive
(parking, efficient), (attire, classy), (food,
delicious), (reservations,speedy), (price,
reasonable), (preparation, clean), (delivery,
delicious), (service, speedy), (portions, generous),
(family, accommodating)
Negative
(service, disgusting), (delivery, negligent), (food,
disgusting), (taste, mediocre), (preparation,
disgusting), (cleanliness, disgusting), (wifi,
disgusting), (food, dirty), (service, unhelpful),
(taste, bland)
POS Tagging
Positive
(wine,wonderful), (pizza,wonderful), (bistro, french),
(world, top), (coffee, wonderful), (cuisine, great),
(tap, great), (pho, phoenix), (diner, welcome)
Negative
(pizza, frozen), (bread, old), (salad, frozen),
(seafood, old), (cheese, frozen), (steak, frozen),
(buffet, golden), (chicken, fine), (wings, frozen),
(sub, mexican)
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Figure 5.5: Word Cloud Representing the Most Popularly Used Positive Meta Features. The
larger the size of a word, the greater its frequency of occurrence.
negative feature weights correlate with negative sentiment. Making this distinction enables us
to do further detailed analyses on users’ likes or dislikes about restaurants.
We also compared the meta-features discovered using the POS tagging based method in
Table 5.5. It is interesting to observe that amongst the most highly weighted features, the
variety of the Aspects captured is very less. Most of the meta-features it discovers are on similar
Aspects, e.g. (wine,wonderful), (coffee, wonderful), (pizza, frozen) are all references to the food
and drinks served in the restaurants. In contrast, our method is able to discover a larger variety
of review Aspects, even though they may not be correlated, e.g. (food, delicious), (attire,
classy), (cleanliness, disgusting). This allows for a wider coverage of consumer sentiments
on a variety of subjects. Also, it is to be noted that the meta-features obtained using the POS
tagging method are representative tuples of the meta features of our method.
Thus the classifier helps in identification of meaningful, sentiment-carrying meta-features,
enabling us to understand consumer sentiment at a more granular level.
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 represent word clouds we constructed using the occurrence frequency
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Figure 5.6: Word Cloud Representing the Most Popularly Used Negative Meta Features. The
larger the size of a word, the greater its frequency of occurrence.
of the positive and negative meta-features. The sizes of the text represent the frequency of
occurrence of the meta-features. We use an online tool: WordItOut[173] to build the word
clouds. As is evident, meta-features such as (food, amazing), (service, amazing), (ambience,
amazing) are the most frequently used phrases by people when they express positive sentiment
w.r.t restaurants. Similarly, phrases such as (food, slow), (food, disgusting), (food, mediocre)
reflect the most popular reasons for users to dislike a restaurant.
5.6.3 Coverage using Meta-Features
Using the Word2Vec model to construct meta-features has enabled us to capture contex-
tually similar words that may be literally different but semantically similar. This has enabled
the coverage of a larger fraction of the data than would have otherwise been possible. For
instance, simply looking for the presence of a tuple of Aspect and Descriptor seed words, such
as (food, delicious) would cover a smaller portion of the entire dataset than looking for the cor-
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Figure 5.7: Difference in Coverage Obtained by using Meta-Features vs Tuples of Seed Words
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Figure 5.8: Comparative Analysis of High-end and Low-end Restaurants. For each Aspect on
the x-axis, the y-axis contains the percentage of reviews of the two kinds of restaurants that
mention the corresponding meta-features. Differences in color denote different sentiments.
responding meta-feature, which captures variations in words, mis-spellings, etc. In Fig 5.7, we
plot the occurrences of a few examples of seed word tokens and those of their corresponding
meta-features, to illustrate the increase in coverage we achieve using the meta-features.
5.6.4 Comparative Analyses on Restaurants
The sentiment-carrying capacity of meta-features allowed us to perform interesting com-
parative studies on restaurants, at a granular level. One such study is to compare, on an Aspect-
level, which Aspects people review the most and what opinions they express on them when re-
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viewing high-end restaurants vs inexpensive ones. Yelp.com [5] carries information regarding
the food prices of restaurants using “$” signs next to the name of the restaurant. “$” implies
a cheaper eating place, whereas “$$$” or “$$$$” imply an expensive place. We harness this
information when collecting data for the following analysis.
We first extracted the 50 most reviewed restaurants present in our dataset, and then de-
termine the low-end and high-end restaurants (as described above) out of those by consulting
Yelp.com [5]. Out of these restaurants, we have 11 low-end ones with a total of 33,093 reviews
and 9 high-end ones with 23,512 reviews. The rest were ”$$” restaurants that we do not con-
sider for the comparison since we were interested in analysing restaurants that lie on two ends
of the price spectrum. We then obtained the positive and negative meta-features present in both
sets of reviews, Aspect-wise, and plotted the ten most popular Aspects and the corresponding
aggregated sentiment in Fig 5.8.
As expected, food is by far the single most reviewed Aspect across both kinds of restau-
rants. Next comes service, and we can observe that the high-end restaurants are slightly more
positively viewed in terms of this Aspect. Another interesting but expected observation is that
ambience is mentioned more often in the reviews of the high-end restaurants and is associated
with a higher positive sentiment as well. This reflects that clientele of expensive restaurants
take into consideration the ambience, while such is usually not the case in inexpensive places.
Further, cost being the distinguishing factor for the two sets of restaurants here, it is interesting
to observe that for the Aspect cost, the number of mentions as well as the proportion of pos-
itive and negative sentiment are comparable. The possible explanation for this is that cost is
judged on the basis of the food/service received, and not just on the amount of money spent.
On closer examination of the reviews, it seems that users are well-aware of the prices of the
restaurants they choose, and more often than not are satisfied with the value for money they
get. For example, the first two review excerpts are from low-end restaurants and the next two
are from expensive ones:
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“Was in LV for the wknd was looking for a place to have dinner that wouldn’t cost $$$$
this place was it.”
“...In a city (especially the Strip) loaded with overpriced, overcooked and unremarkable
food - the Burger Bar is a fabulous find.”
“...dinner cost about $230 with tip, which wasn’t too bad...”
“...The reviews hating on the cost of bread are out of control. Did you go to Bouchon for a
good deal? I hope not. It’s expensive. We spent $100 on brunch and honestly thought we got
out of there for a steal...”
Thus, a customer of a restaurant, whether expensive or cheaper, is more likely to leave a
positive review if she enjoys her overall eating experience, irrespective of the amount of money
she spent. As far as other Aspects are concerned, reservations are discussed w.r.t. the high-end
restaurants since these are more likely to require or even offer reservations. Further, location
is discussed more for the inexpensive restaurants since users may not want to go out of their
way to eat at these places.
5.7 Additional Experiments
We tested a similar pipeline on a different dataset, namely, a dataset of digital camera
reviews from Amazon. The results obtained on that dataset are provided in Appendix A.
5.8 Conclusions
In this work we demonstrate a method for representing a large corpus of user-generated
restaurant reviews by a feature set that captures the what, how, and why of ratings: what aspects
customers care most about in a restaurant, how they feel about those aspects, and why. By using
contextual embeddings of words we are able to identify and aggregate textual variations with
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similar meaning, and reduce feature space from 100M tokens to 438 meta-features, achieving
strong statistical power while maintaining high coverage of the original corpus. We show that
these meta-features have strong predictive power of sentiment, and hence can be used as a
way to automatically extract aspect-level feedback from customers automatically and at scale.
Our method also enables us to perform comparisons between different kinds of restaurants by
analyzing aspect-level sentiment. The method can be extended to other types of reviews as
well, as we have shown in Appendix A.
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Chapter 6
Automatic Detection of Age and
Conversational Topics of Twitter Users
using Distributed Representation of
Words
6.1 Introduction
In today’s day and age, a large section of the human population uses some form of online
social network. For instance, 62% of the entire adult population in the U.S. uses Facebook
[174]. With the continuing increase in use and popularity of online social networks today,
researchers have a plethora of opportunities to analyze online user behavior. Inferring user
interests and attributes from their online posts is an important area of research, especially since
it helps in user profiling, as discussed in Chapter 2
It is a well-known fact that people’s behavior changes as they age. The conversational top-
ics they engage in, and the way in which they express themselves, change as they grow older.
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In this work, our goal is to determine the age of users from their self-generated tweets, by iden-
tifying the different topics of conversation they engage in. User age detection is important from
a number of perspectives. First, not all online websites and social media platforms ask for age
confirmation when signing up, and even if they do, they are relying on the users’ transparency
and honesty. Further, most OSNs have a low age limit for users to sign up on their networks.
For instance, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Pinterest, Snapchat require account holders to be
at least 13 years of age to sign up [175, 176]. Our technique for age detection provides an
approach relying on a person’s behavior on the social network. This is crucial, especially to
prevent age-restricted content from being displayed to younger age groups. For instance, one
article [175] reported that 10 and 12-year-olds in the U.K. have signed up on various popular
OSNs and became targets for online hate. Moreover, detecting the age of users helps in user
profiling (Chapter 2.1.4), which is advantageous for recommendation, personalization, and ad-
vertising.
We collect English tweets of randomly selected Twitter users over a period of 10 months.
We divide the users into two groups - below 21 years of age, and 21 and above. This age cutoff
was arbitrarily chosen since we expect a shift in user behavior as they grow out of their teens
into an older age. Other age cutoffs such as the age of legal consent could also be selected,
however, these ages vary at a state level across the U.S. Thus, we chose the legal age for alcohol
consumption (21 years) which remains universal across all states of the U.S. The method we
propose can be applied to any age cutoff, depending on the purpose at hand. We obtain the age
labels by looking for mentions of actual age in the profiles of users, using text annotators. The
method we propose determines the age of users by identifying the topics of conversation they
engage in.
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6.2 Related Work
Understanding latent attributes of users such as their age, gender etc. from their OSN
posts is an important step in the process of user profiling. In Nguyen et. al’s work [85] the
relationship between the age of users and the language they use on Twitter is studied. They
address a similar problem to ours, in detecting ages of users using their publicly available
tweets. They perform age detection in three ways: by classifying users into age categories, by
life stages, and by predicting their exact age. They find unigrams extracted from tweets to be
the best predictors of age and use them as features in a classification scheme to predict age.
Their task of classifying users into age categories, namely, below 20 years of age, 20-40 and
above 40 years, yields the best results.
The above work differs from our approach in a number of ways. First, their dataset consists
of Dutch tweets as opposed to English, and contains a much smaller set of users. For the age
categorization task, they have 3110 users in all, as opposed to > 70; 000 users in our case. One
difference in approach is the procedure used for obtaining ground truth labels. They employed
human annotators to obtain the age labels by examining the actual tweets or the profile of the
user concerned, as well as their accounts on external platforms such as Facebook and LinkedIn.
In contrast, we use automatic text annotators and only look for explicit mentions of user ages
in their Twitter profiles. In practice, it is infeasible and expensive to label > 70; 000 users
using human annotators. Second, their age detection problem involves categorizing users into
3 different age categories, into various life stages and predicting their exact age, while our task
involves classifying users into < 21 years of age and >= 21 years of age. Third, their method
employs a generic bag-of-words approach, i.e. the use of unigrams as features in a multiclass
logistic regression model, while we construct features using distributed representation of words
and clustering and use it for our classification scheme. Fourth, their method does not capture
the different topics of discussion amongst the age groups, which our method automatically
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achieves. Fifth, they disregard the use of usernames such as@name in the tweets, whereas we
consider them important especially since users tend to mention celebrities or popular Twitter
handles, or retweet them, e.g. @justinbieber, @adele, @thatbucketlist to a large extent in their
tweets. However, since this work addresses a similar problem to ours, we compare with their
method as described in subsequent sections.
The difficulty associated with age detection from tweets has been addressed in [177], in
which the authors demonstrate that users don’t always express their biological age in their
tweets, owing to a difference in the identities they hold on OSN platforms and their actual
biological identities. This makes detecting these latent attributes from OSN posts a difficult
task.
6.3 Dataset and Challenges
In this section, we elaborate on the process implemented for collecting data and obtaining
ground truth labels. Further, we also highlight the challenges faced in addressing the problem
at hand.
6.3.1 Data Collection
Tweets were collected using Twitter’s Decahose stream (which was provided to IBM Re-
search) over 10 months. 182 million users and 11 billion tweets were collected in all. The
profile descriptions of users were collected as well. After spammers were removed, we were
left with 181 million users. In order to verify our proposed method, we required ground truth
labels, for which we extracted explicit age mentions from user profile descriptions. Here are a
couple of examples of user profiles where they explicitly mention their age:
Twitter Profile 1: “More watermelon, less crack. worst COD player in history. 17 years old.
Instagram: beardedconfusion.”
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Twitter Profile 2: “like: music,films * hobby: drawing,polymer clay * twenty two years old”
Text annotators were used to detect age mentions. We ensured that only users with their
actual age explicitly mentioned were picked as part of our dataset. There were 1,320,309
such users. Our experiments were conducted on a subset of these users, randomly picked.
Thereafter, we extracted users that had at least 20 tweets in the dataset such that we had enough
tweets to detect their age from. This is similar to the approach used by the authors in [85]. We
are thus left with 72,003 users and 7,039,643 tweets in all.
Since our problem involves identifying users that are old enough to view mature content,
we divide our data into 2 classes: users who are below 21 years of age and users who are 21
and above. Owing to the inherent population bias in Twitter, the younger age group is more
prevalent in our data. The distribution is 75.15% below 21, and 24.85 % for 21 and above.
Since we use a classification scheme as part of our method, we divide the data into training
and test sets for the sake of our experiments. Using stratified sampling to preserve the class
distribution, we divide the set of 72,003 users into 75% training and 25% test data sets. Thus,
we have 54,010 users in the training set and 17,993 users in the test set.
6.3.2 Challenges Faced
Many of the challenges in working with Twitter data have been discussed in Chapter 1.4.
Further, our dataset consisted of generic tweets on a myriad of topics that people chose to talk
about on Twitter, rather than on a single topic. Thus, this posed a problem for focused signal
extraction. Further, age detection is a hard problem in itself. In [177], the authors discuss
the difficulties associated with detecting age and gender from tweets. The main difficulty,
according to [177], is that there may be a vast difference in the social and biological identities
of the users on platforms such as Twitter, owing to which their tweeting behavior is often very
different from what would be expected, given their age.
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Here are a few examples of tweets of different users in our dataset:
Tweet 1: “If you could pick an eye color what would you choose? Color? I wish they are
shaped like cookies.”
Tweet 2: “@AwkwardWenna I deserve all the awards”
Tweet 3: “RT @billboard: Why @BritneySpears and @IggyAzalea’s new single could be mu-
tually beneficial: http://t.co/GzfNBsU69r http://t.co/w0VozoIV5c”
Tweet 4: “Soundtrack 2 My Life”
Tweet 5: “RT @NiallOfficial: .@TheXFactor is back tonight , and mommy Roch @Rochelle-
Humes is on xtra factor at 9:30 !”
Tweets 1, 2, 4 and 5 belong to users who are below 21 years of age while Tweet 3 belongs
to the older age group. As may be observed, the tweets are very similar to each other in the
sense that they all use a very similar language. This makes it challenging to identify the age of
the user tweeting.
6.4 Identifying Topics of Conversation
It is expected that users of different age groups would indulge in different topics of conver-
sation. The key idea of the method we propose is to aggregate the tweets of users and identify
these topics in an automated manner. These conversational topics, once identified, were then
used as features in order to predict the age of users.
6.4.1 Distributed Representation of Words
As discussed in Section 5.4.2, Word2Vec [162, 163] is a method for computing distributed
representation of words, while maintaining their contextual similarity. Since it is expected that
words of similar topics would be used in a similar context to one another, we propose the use
of Word2Vec in order to uncover these conversational topics in an automated fashion.
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We trained Word2Vec on the tweets in our training data (details of which will be discussed
subsequently), to obtain word embeddings for the words in the dataset. These embeddings are
used in the next steps.
6.4.2 Clustering
To determine the topics of conversation, we propose the use of a clustering scheme over
the word embeddings, to group similar word embeddings together. k-means [178, 179] is a
popularly used clustering algorithm that aims to partition p samples into k clusters, where each
cluster is represented by a mean point, or centroid, and a sample is assigned to the cluster with
the closest centroid.
Given a set of observations (h1;h2; ::::hp), where hi 2 <m, k-means minimizes the fol-
lowing objective function:
argmin
C
kX
i=1
X
h2Ci
kh  ik2 (6.1)
where Ci is the ith cluster and i is its centroid.
We clustered the word embeddings such that similar words are clustered together in the
same group, thereby making topic detection easier.
6.5 Age Detection
Using the age labels obtained from the user profile as ground truth labels, we propose
a binary classification scheme to estimate the age-detection capacity of the cluster-features
obtained in Section 6.4.2. We propose the use of logistic regression with l2 regularization (to
prevent over-fitting [136]) for this purpose. In the logistic regression model, xi is a data vector
of size k 1 for data sample i, where xij denotes the frequency of the jth cluster-feature in the
ith data sample. k is the number of cluster-features, and yi is the label of the ith data sample in
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f 1; 1g, which is obtained using the age labels as elaborated in Section 6.3.1.
For the ith sample, the probability that it belongs to the positive (age  21) class is given
by:
P (yi = 1jxi; ) = 1
1 + exp ( Txi) ; (6.2)
where  is a k  1 coefficient vector.
To prevent over-fitting [136], we minimize an l2-regularized logistic loss function to learn
:
L() =   log
 
nY
i=1
P (yijxi; )
!
+ kk22
=
nX
i=1
log
 
1 + exp
  yi(Txi)+ kk22; (6.3)
where n is the number of samples and  is the regularization parameter. Thus, given a set of
features x and a set of known outputs y in the training data, the logistic regression model learns
the parameter  that determines the relationship between x and y. Once the model has been
learned, it can then be used to predict the labels of the test data, given their features x.
6.6 Implementation
In this section, we elaborate on the details of implementing the proposed method. Only the
training data was used for all the steps of the pipeline up to the Classification step (Sections
6.6.2-6.6.4). The test data was used in Section 6.6.5. We use the age labels only for the
classification step, and use the textual data for the initial steps.
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6.6.1 Data pre-processing
For data pre-processing, we converted all tweets into lowercase to preserve uniformity. We
also removed URLs since they do not add to our feature extraction process. No other pre-
processing steps were performed for the method.
6.6.2 Training the Word2Vec Model
The first step is to obtain word embeddings by trainingWord2Vec [162, 163] on the training
data. We use the Python package gensim [170] for training Word2Vec, which implements the
Skip-Gram model [162]. The input to the model is an ordered sequence of words. We tokenize
each tweet in our dataset using Python’s NLTK package [171] and feed it into the model.
There are 3 primary parameters for the model training, namely the word vector dimensions
N , the window size w and the minimum frequency count f . N dictates the size of the word
embeddings, w determines the size of the neighborhood given a target word, and f represents
the minimum number of times a word has to appear in the vocabulary to be a part of model
training. We use N = 300, w = 5 and f = 10 in our experiments. After training the model,
we now have numerical embeddings of size N for each word in the vocabulary that occurs at
least f times.
6.6.3 Unigram selection
To obtain meaningful clusters of words representing topics of conversation, we first select
unigrams that would be most informative. The following are the steps undertaken for the
process:
1. Frequency of occurrence and Stop words: We first select unigrams based on fre-
quency, such that we do not pick up words that have been very rarely used. We pick
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the unigrams that have occurred at least 20 times in the dataset. This is similar to the
approach adopted in [85]. When selecting unigrams, we ensure that we do not include
stop words. We use NLTK’s [171] stopword list for the purpose.
2. Odds ratio: Since the primary goal of the method is to detect age, we aim to pick
unigrams that would be the most predictive for the process. Odds ratio [180] is a popu-
larly used method in statistics to determine the association between two properties. We
use this measure to determine the association between the presence of unigrams and the
class labels in the following manner. We computed the log odds of each unigram selected
above, by the following measure:
Probability of unigram w occurring in class 0, prob0 = max

count0
jclass0j ; 0:0001

(6.4)
Probability of unigram w occurring in class 1, prob1 = max

count1
jclass1j ; 0:0001

(6.5)
where count0 and count1 are the number of users in class 0 and class 1 (of the training
data), respectively, that have used unigram w. Multiple uses by a single user are only
accounted for once. jclass0j and jclass1j represent the class sizes in the training data.
Thus, the log odds is computed by:
log odds of wi = log

prob0
prob1

(6.6)
A unigram with a similar frequency of occurrence in both the classes would not have a
very strong predictive power. The log odds of such a unigram would be close to 0. Thus,
we picked unigrams whose log odds are either much larger than, or much smaller than 0.
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Keeping such unigrams might add noise to the clustering procedure, thereby leading to
the detection of noisy topics of conversation. Thus we picked those whose log odds were
either greater than 0.01 or less than -0.01. This enabled us to select 72,287 unigrams
from 5,152,540 unigrams present in the dataset.
6.6.4 Clustering
After obtaining the word embeddings of the unigrams selected in Section 6.6.3, we cluster
them using k-means [178, 179]. On exploring the clusters obtained, we detect the presence of
distinct topics of conversation. Table 6.2 illustrates some of these topics corresponding to the
word clusters. We experiment with a large range of k, the number of clusters, details of which
are provided in Section 6.7.1. These clusters are used as features in the next step.
6.6.5 Classification
Using the word clusters as features, we constructed data matrices from the training and test
data, where each user is a data sample. For a user i, the frequency of use of words from a
word cluster j is the corresponding value in the data matrix Xij . We trained the regularized
logistic regression model (6.3) using the training data and then test on the test data to verify
our method.
6.7 Experimental Results
In this section, we present the results obtained using our method, and the methods we
compare it with.
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Figure 6.1: Varying k, the number of clusters, over a large range. Results report the classifier
metrics using clusters of different sizes.
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Figure 6.2: Varying k over a smaller range of values, over 8000-10000 in steps of 100.
6.7.1 Best Value of k
We varied the number of clusters, k, over a large range of values from 21 to 216. For each of
these values of k, we constructed training and test data matrices, trained the logistic regression
model (6.3), and computed the usual classification metric values [151] on the test data. The
accuracies of both classes, the precision and the AUC for every value of k are illustrated in
Figure 6.1. The best results appear in the neighborhood of 213, thus in order to determine the
best value of k, we varied k over a smaller range of values from 8000 to 10,000, in steps of
100. These results are reported in Figure 6.2. As can be observed, the best results are obtained
at k = 9000, and are reported in Table 6.1. Overall metric values in this range (k = 8000 to
10; 000) are consistent, e.g. mean positive accuracy = 82:8% with a variance of 0.000468.
Similarly, avg AUC = 0:7634, with variance of 0.000188.
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6.7.2 Comparisons
As mentioned in Section 6.2, we compare with the procedure used by Ngyuyen et. al [85].
In this work, the authors use unigrams that occur at least 10 times in the dataset comprised of
users that have at least 20 tweets. Using these selected unigrams as features in a regularized
logistic regression model, we varied the regularization parameter  and report the best results
in Table 6.1. As can be observed, our proposed method outperforms this method across all
classifier metrics, especially for the metrics of positive accuracy and precision.
To demonstrate the importance of the unigram selection process we adopt (Section 6.6.3),
we conduct an experiment in which the logistic regression model was trained using all distinct
unigrams in the dataset as features, with no frequency-based selection. The results are reported
in the 2nd row of Table 6.1. As is evident, the results obtained using our proposed method are
better.
Further, in order to compare the Odds Ratio method for unigram selection against other
methods of feature selection [181], we conduct experiments using Chi-squared (2) test and
Mutual Information. The 2 test is a statistical hypothesis test that we use to measure the lack
of independence between a unigram and a class label. We use scikit-learn’s [148] implemen-
tation of the test to obtain 2 values for each of the frequency-selected unigrams. Thereafter,
we picked 70,000 unigrams with the highest 2 values and performed clustering on those uni-
grams using their corresponding word embeddings. We ran experiments over a large range of
k (21 - 216), as we did for our method. The best classification results using these clusters are
reported in Table 6.1. Similarly, we compute the Mutual Information between each frequency-
selected unigram and a class label, and select the unigrams with the 70,000 highest values.
Results obtained using these selected unigrams are also reported in Table 6.1. It appears that
the odds ratio based unigram selection performs better than other feature selection metrics for
this problem.
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Table 6.1: Classification Results using the proposed method as well as for some competing
methods. The results of the proposed method are in bold.
Method
Positive
Accuracy
(%)
Negative
Accuracy
(%)
Precision AUC
Proposed
method 86.3 77.66 0.561 0.78
All unigrams 74.97 77.52 0.524 0.762
Nguyen et. al
[85]
72.95 76.72 0.508 0.748
Unigrams
selected by 2 +
kmeans
73.61 73.28 0.477 0.734
Unigrams
selected by
mutual
information +
kmeans
74.5 74.86 0.495 0.747
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6.7.3 Detecting Topics of Conversation
Using the sign and magnitude of each component of the feature weight vector  (6.3)
learned by the classifier, we obtained an explicit sentiment weight for each cluster-feature. In
Table 6.2, we demonstrate a few cluster-features that have the highest positive and negative
weights, and were deemed the most discriminative by the classifier. On inspection of the
cluster words, we were able to find the topics they were associated with. For instance, the
food-related cluster that was one of the highest positive weight cluster-features, consisted of
words such as baked, yummy, chicken etc. Similarly, several humor-themed Twitter handles
such as @thecollegelife, @collegehumor , @thecomedyhumor etc. were highly weighted in
the negative class, i.e. for ages below 21. Thus, our method is able to detect the varying
conversational topics across ages.
6.8 Conclusion
In this work we have developed a method using distributed representation of words, for ef-
fective detection of age of Twitter users from their generic tweets. The method uses Word2Vec
to obtain word embeddings that capture contextual similarity between words, with k-means to
cluster these embeddings. The selection of words to cluster is obtained by computing odds
ratios of the words in question. This enables us to successfully classify users into < 21 and
>= 21 years of age. In addition, our approach uncovers the most age-revealing topics of
conversation that users of different age groups engage in.
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Table 6.2: The most highly weighted cluster features obtained using the feature weight vector
 (6.3). The positive and negatively weighted cluster-features are represented here. The
clusters correspond to different topics of conversation.
Feature Weight Topic Words in the cluster
Highest Positive
Cluster-Features
Music
festivals and
award shows
#coachella2015, #kcas, #disneydescendants, #ytff, #straya,
#fooofamily, #theasianawards, #asifbymagic, #getfree,
#coachella, #handwrittenbuyouts, #1989tourtokyo,
#14days, #tourlife, @benw, #fangirl, #pumped, #xfactor,
#idol, #mtv, #americanidol, #nashville
Food yummy, baked, delicious, shrimp, craving, steak, broccoli,
soup, macaroni, chicken
Family-
related
occasions
mothersday, fathersday, freebies, winwednesday,
valentinesday, fridayfreebie, fridayfeeling, kids, winit,
valentines, backtoschool, easter, bbq
Highest Negative
Cluster-Features
School-
related
biology, gcse, exam, math, assignment, chemistry,
accounting
Young
celebrities
(Comedians,
Youtubers,
Music artists,
etc.)
@sammywilk, @nashgrier, @jakefoushee, @bryanteslava,
@twankuyper, @skatemaloley, @jackandjackreal,
#asknacks
Popular
humor-
themed
Twitter
handles
@factsaboutboys, @comedyortruth, @omgrelatabie,
@adorablewords, @lmao, @justagirithing,
@speakcomedy, @femalestruggies, @awesomityfun,
@thecoliegelife, @teenagernotes, @ collegehumor ,
@thatbucketlist, @fillwerrell, @comedypedia,
@comedytruth, @thecomedyhumor, @comedyandtruth,
@comedyposts
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis discussed the importance of analyzing online text data to gain a deeper understand-
ing of user opinions and behavior using data mining and machine learning techniques. The
challenges associated with extracting meaningful information from online text include abun-
dance of noise, ambiguity, sparsity, and the temporal nature of conversations. We described, in
detail the research problems undertaken as part of the author’s Ph.D. program, and the methods
proposed to address them. First, we proposed a method for opinion mining of Twitter users on
a given topic, from their tweets. Keeping in mind the amount of noise and ambiguity present
in the text, we were able to develop a supervised machine-learning method that captures user
opinions on two different topics successfully, with the use of hashtags and n-grams as features.
Second, we addressed the problem of detecting opinions on a conversation which is temporal
in nature, i.e. in which the issues pertaining to the topic discussed change over time. Absence
of ground truth labels at every timestep makes a typical supervised learning based approach
infeasible. We developed a method that has its roots in sociological literature, based on the key
observation that temporal evolution of user opinions is a slow process. Our method is able to
capture evolving opinions on two different topics, with high accuracies.
The third research problem was that of Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis on user-generated
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reviews of products and services. We aimed to understand, the what and why behind user likes
and dislikes of a product. Using contextual similarity between words captured using distributed
word representations, we were able to develop a pipeline that can discover the aspects of prod-
ucts and services that users address in their reviews, and the associated sentiment. Our method
has been tested on two different datasets - one on Amazon digital camera reviews, and the other
on Yelp restaurant reviews, and performs well on both. The final research problem was that of
detecting user attributes from their online posts. In particular, we detected the age of Twitter
users from their publicly available tweets, not specific to any one topic. We harnessed contex-
tual similarity amongst words in order to obtain the various topics of conversation that users of
different age groups engage in, and used that information to detect user age. We obtained high
accuracies for this task, and simultaneously uncovered the most age-discriminating topics of
conversation amongst the different age groups.
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Appendix A
Additional Experiments for Aspect-Based
Sentiment Analysis on Digital Camera
Reviews From Amazon
In this Appendix, we demonstrate the generalizability of our Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
method (Chapter 5) by applying it on a different review dataset. The source of the dataset is
Amazon, and we used digital camera reviews for our experiments. The methodology is the
same as elaborated in Chapter 5, and we illustrate the results obtained in this Chapter.
A.1 Dataset
The dataset we used is a subset of the Amazon product review dataset [182, 183]. The
dataset contains product reviews and metadata from Amazon, including 143.7 million reviews
spanning May 1996 - July 2014. The metadata consists of product descriptions, category in-
formation, price, brand. etc. We extracted reviews that pertain to digital cameras by exploring
the category information in the metadata. Our dataset is comprised of 204,240 reviews. For
the purpose of this work, we extracted the text of the review, the summary of the review and
the numerical rating (1.0-5.0) of the product. Table A.1 shows a few examples of the reviews.
A.2 Methodology
As mentioned earlier, the method used is similar to that elaborated in Chapter 5. The seed
Aspect and Descriptor words selected are domain-specific, hence different from those obtained
from the Yelp dataset used earlier. We have 17 Aspect seed words and 53 Descriptor seed words
in this case. Table A.2 presents instances of seed words from this dataset and the contextually
closest words obtained for these seed words using Word2Vec. Table A.3 illustrates the next
step in the pipeline, i.e. the sub-groups obtained from the seed words, that are then used to
construct meta-features.
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Table A.1: Example of product reviews from the Amazon dataset. The words in bold indi-
cate noise in the text. Noise includes mis-spellings, case insensitivity, misplaced punctuation
marks etc.
Summary Review excerpt Rating
Don’t buy
I owned this camera for less than 5 hours. I bought it...and decided
it was one of the worst purchases that i’ve ever made and returned
it the same night!...... the battry consumption is insane.
1.0
For a
NON-
digital
Great
Grandma...
... after two previous attempts at buying my mother a decent digi-
tal camera with ease of operation, battery charge and a basic point
and click with flash - this one FINALLY hit the mark! YEAH!
She’s 68 and has a bit of difficulty with dexterity and understand-
ing how to make this “thing” work smile. Fortunatly, she is able
to take the camera to the local drug store if necessary and they will
pull out her memory card and let her go through her own picture
taking,...
5.0
How do
you spell
E-A-S-
Y?
I recieved this camera a couple of days ago and I am very im-
prissed at the ease of it and the sftware. The quality of the pics
are really stunning...I am looking like a professional photogra-
pher alreaddy, and this is the first time I have picked up a “real”
camera since high school photography class...25 years ago...sigh;
I have really checked out the prices online and off, and this is a
great buy! I don’t know how you do it Amazon. Keep bringing us
the BARGAINS! Well, I am off to buy a compact flash memory
card...ta ta!
3.0
Good
value,
usibility
problems,
poor Mac
interface
The camera produces excellent pictures, but has some usibility
problems. For a two-megapixel camera, the price is excellent.
The usibility problems vary in seriousness. The power switch has
only one resting positon and hence doesn’t indicate the power-up
status of the camera....
3.0
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Table A.2: Instances of seed words and some of their contextually closest words, computed
using cosine similarity after Word2Vec training. Misspellings are in bold.
Type of
Word Seed Word Contextually Closest Words
Aspect
picture
photo, pic, image, pictures, picture’s, photos,
photographs, pictue, pics, images, picure,
photo’s
aperture aperature, f-stop, apeture, fstop, apature,
priority, 1/60, f-stop, apperture
price prices, pricing, cost, bargain, value, $399,
price-point, pricepoint
Descriptor
sharp
crisp, clear, colorful, vibrant, well-exposed,
crystal, stunning, lifelike, clean, well-focused
good
remarkable, impressive, fabulous, suitable,
fantastic, excellent, excellant
dying
draining, drained, exhausted, depleted,
discharging, drainage, discharge, fail, eating
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Table A.3: A few Aspect and Descriptor sub-groups that were used to build Meta-features.
Word
Type Seed Word Instances of Words in the Subgroup
Aspect
navigation controls, buttons, levers, knobs, menu, menues,
submenus, command, dials, scroll
memory
tm, gb, 133x,mmc, udma, multimedia, mem,
sandisk, transcend, compactflash, memeory,
card, 90mb, mg, 16gb, 128m, sim, gigabyte,
sm, 8gb, 2g,sdcard, 512, ram, sdhc, sdhd,
microsdhc, 2gig, 256mb, scandisk, 128mb,
128, flashcard, 1gig, 4gb, cards, 16mb,
microsd, 30mb
durability
sturdiness, longevity, fragility, workmanship,
strengths, ruggedness, merits, usefulness,
lightness, effectiveness, construction,
robustness, reliability
Descriptor
saturated
warm, lifeless, blurring, unfocused, unnatural,
washed, gradation, pixelated, fuzzy, distorted,
oversaturated
compact petite, pocketable, slender, tiny, subcompact
friendly
friendliness, customization, accessable,
configurable, streamlined, simplified,
effortless, comprehensive, convenient,
efficient, uncomplicated
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Table A.4: Classifier Metrics using l2-regularized Logistic Regression
Overall
Accuracy
(%)
Precision Recall Specificity AUC
72.98 0.952 0.723 0.772 0.75
A.3 Classification Results
The usual classification metrics [151] are reported in Table A.4. The metrics reported are
accuracy, precision, recall, specificity and AUC. The best results are obtained with the regu-
larization parameter  = 100:0 . As may be observed, the method exhibits good performance
across the classifier metrics, which demonstrates the predictive power of the meta-features.
Using the sign and magnitude of each component of the feature weight vector  (5.5)
learned by the classifier, we obtained an explicit sentiment weight for each meta-feature. Pos-
itive feature weights indicate that the corresponding meta-feature carries a positive sentiment,
while negative feature weights indicate a negative sentiment. In Table A.5, we demonstrate a
fewmeta-features that have the highest positive and highest negative weights, and were deemed
the most discriminative by the classifier. This helps us in making the distinction between meta-
features that are widely used and those that have significant sentiment-carrying capacity. For
instance, (picture, quality) is a popularly used meta-feature, however, it had a very low negative
score in  (5.5). Thus the classifier helps in identification of meaningful, sentiment-carrying
meta-features, thereby enabling us to understand consumer sentiment at a more granular level.
A.4 Coverage of meta-features
As mentioned in Section 5.6.3, one of the most significant achievements of our method
is that the meta-features allowed us to cover a larger number of reviews than if we were to
use individual seed words as features. The meta-features were constructed using semantically
similar words. Thus, their occurrence spanned a large number of reviews. To illustrate this,
we computed the occurrence of tokens that are built only using the seed words, i.e., an Aspect
seed word and a Descriptor seed word in the neighborhood of the aspect seed word. We picked
out the most frequently occurring such tokens, and plot the coverage they yield against the
coverage obtained by using the actual meta-features for the corresponding seed words in Figure
A.1. For instance, for the seed word token (picture, good), the actual meta-feature accounts
for all occurrences of tokens such as (image, excellent), (pic, astounding), (picture, great), etc.
Figure A.1 clearly illustrates the larger coverage obtained using the meta-features.
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Table A.5: The 10 most positive and negative meta features uncovered from the feature
weights during classifier training.
Sentiment of
Meta Features Meta Features
Positive
(price, excellent), (picture, easy), (price,
best), (settings, simple), (lens, enjoy), (fo-
cus, speedy), (case, roomy), (size, per-
fect), (flash, good), (battery, excellent)
Negative
(picture, lousy), (picture, pixelated), (bat-
tery, questionable), (focus, inconsistent),
(settings, bad), (flash, poor), (video, bad),
(size, bad), (aperture, poor), (battery, de-
pleted)
Figure A.1: Occurrence counts of Aspect, Descriptor seed word pairs, as compared to the
occurrence counts of their corresponding meta-features. Larger coverage is obtained using
meta-features.
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(price, nice)
(battery, good)
(size, love)
(settings, good)
(picture, love)
(video, good)
(lens, good)
(size, easy)
(picture, easy)
(size, compact)
(picture, sharp)
(price, good)
(size, small)
(size, good)
(picture, good)
Figure A.2: Frequency of positive meta-features in a point-and-shoot camera - Canon Power-
Shot A2300 16.0 MP Digital Camera with 5x Optical Zoom (Silver)
A.5 Product-level Summarization
We perform additional summarization tasks on this dataset, at the product-level, and present
them in this section. We look at individual products from the review data and present summa-
rization results for each. For each of the products, we generate plots showing the occurrences
of discriminative meta-features, as obtained using the classifier. For every product, we obtain
the frequency of occurrence of any of the top 50 most discriminative meta-features of each
sentiment, and plot the 15 most frequent meta-features. We selected products from different
brands (Canon, Nikon) and also picked different products as well (Point and Shoot Camera and
DSLR) in order to capture as large a variety as possible.
1. Canon PowerShot A2300 16.0 MP Digital Camera with 5x Optical Zoom (Silver):
This is a point-and-shoot camera. Figures A.2 and A.3 demonstrate the frequency of
occurrence of the most discriminative positive and negative meta-features, respectively,
for this product. As is evident from Figure A.2, most users like the pictures taken by
the camera [(picture, good), (picture, sharp)], and the price [(price, good), (price, nice)],
followed by the compact size of the camera [(size, good), (size, small)]. The product
had far more positive sentiment meta-features than negative, and the main cons of the
product seem to be that some users found the pictures to not be well-lit [(picture, dark)],
and the battery to not last very long [(battery, drained)].
We present here some actual instances of reviews pertaining to this product, with the
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(video, dark)
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(memory, malfunctioned)
(lens, malfunctioned)
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(picture, difficult)
(picture, malfunctioned)
(flash, dark)
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(picture, blurry)
(picture, bad)
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(picture, dark)
Figure A.3: Frequency of negative meta-features in a point-and-shoot camera - Canon Pow-
erShot A2300 16.0 MP Digital Camera with 5x Optical Zoom (Silver)
words in bold indicating the meta-features.
“Recommended! I just love it. It’s a compact camera with all the basic (non profes-
sional) functionalities. Great for the price. Amazing camera.”
“Compact, but images are blurry. This is a nice compact camera and the recharge-
able batteries are nice to have, but the images are terrible if there is even the slightest
movement from one of the subjects.”
2. Nikon D3100 DSLRCamera with 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 AF-S Nikkor ZoomLens (OLD
MODEL): This Nikon DSLR is one of the two DSLRs we consider. The most discrim-
inative positive and negative meta-features for this product are illustrated in Figures A.4
and A.5 respectively. Users were pleased with the pictures taken with the camera [(pic-
ture, good), (picture, sharp)] and the cost of the camera [(price, good), (price, cheap-
est)]. The cons, fewer in number, seem to be the time taken by the camera to focus
[(focus, slow), (focus, bad)], the battery drainage [(battery, drainage)] and a malfunc-
tioning memory [(memory, malfunctioned)].
Further, we present a few examples of actual reviews of this product from our dataset
with the meta-features in bold.
“...it is just wonderful! It works like a champ and takes the clearest pictures. If only
I were a better photographer, but that’s not the camera’s fault... love it!!!” ”....video
mode is problematic- despite having 1080p, auto focusing is noisy and slow, and there
is no external mic jack. a serious omission.....”
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(settings, easy)
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Figure A.4: Frequency of positive meta-features - Nikon D3100 DSLR Camera with
18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 AF-S Nikkor Zoom Lens (OLD MODEL)
3. Canon EOS Rebel T3i 18 MP CMOS Digital SLR Camera with EF-S 18-55mm
f/3.5-5.6 IS Lens (DISCONTINUED): This is the second DSLR we chose for sum-
marization. For this camera, we have a larger number of reviews as compared to the
previously mentioned Nikon DSLR. Figures A.6 and A.7 show the frequency of occur-
rence of the positive and negative meta features respectively for this camera. Some of
the features of the camera that users seem to enjoy were the ease of the settings [(set-
tings,good)], the lens quality [(lens, good), (lens,sharp)] and the quality of the pictures
[(picture, good), (picture, love)]. Amongst the aspects of the camera that users disliked
are the quality of the videos it took [(video, dark), (video, bad)], and the difficulty in
focusing [(focus, difficult)].
We present a few review examples with words in bold indicating the meta-features:
“Love it! This is one of the best cameras out there at a decent price for recording video.
All of your settings are super easy to adjust and there are lots of good, free instructional
videos available on the web.”
“Amazing dslr! I got this camera as a christmas present, and i have never been happier
with a camera. The Canon T3i is an amazing dslr for beginners or photography enthusi-
asts, or anyone! the lens is a great starter lens....
“...this is a great camera for still photography, but for video the limitations on clip
length, sound, ergonomics, and rolling shutter jello just don’t cut it for me....
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Figure A.5: Frequency of negative meta-features - Nikon D3100 DSLR Camera with
18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 AF-S Nikkor Zoom Lens (OLD MODEL)
A.6 Aspect-level Comparison of Individual Products
An interesting comparison between the products is presented in Figure A.8. We gather the
occurrences of all meta-features pertaining to each of the 17 aspects we have, for two of the
products - the Canon Point-And-Shoot Camera and the Nikon DSLR Camera. We obtain the
sentiment of the meta-features from the feature weight vector  (5.5) and plot the aggregated
sentiment per aspect. The plot enables us to observe the differences in the aspects that are most
widely discussed in each case, and the corresponding sentiments.
It is interesting to observe that for the Point-And-Shoot Camera, the size of the product
is widely discussed whereas it is not a very popularly discussed aspect for the DSLR. This
is expected since the handiness and compact size of point-and-shoot cameras is one of the
main reasons why people invest in them. The picture is an important aspect for both types
of cameras because that is the primary function of a camera, and is the main parameter users
judge a camera by. However the point-and-shoot reviewers were more likely to be satisfied with
the picture. They were also more likely to be satisfied with the price paid. Otherwise, many
camera features (flash, lens, sensor, video, settings) have a higher representation in the DSLR
review set than the point-and-shoot, which may indicate a higher level of domain knowledge
and expectations from DSLR purchasers.
Thus, the meta-features provide us with a powerful way of capturing the most important
aspects for a product, and clearly visualize the different aspects that users evaluate different
products by.
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Figure A.6: Frequency of positive meta-features - Canon EOS Rebel T3i 18 MP CMOS
Digital SLR Camera with EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS Lens (DISCONTINUED)
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Figure A.7: Frequency of negative meta-features - Canon EOS Rebel T3i 18 MP CMOS
Digital SLR Camera with EF-S 18-55mm f/3.5-5.6 IS Lens (DISCONTINUED)
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